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-1INTRODUCTION

1.1.

Objectives of-Biblioy_

)4

Prepared for the student of subject analysis and information personnel involved
in subject authority files, thesauri, and vocabulary control, this bibliogaphy'confines
itself to the literature which critically evaluates the .Library of 'Congress List of
Subject Headings (LCSH). However, it has some use beyond that system, as it includes
studies of library catalogs with those subject headings. The literature search was
Ihriited to--a-period from post-World War 'Ito 1979, so the references found cover a
span of more than 35 yers. Journals, books, and conference papers are included.
Every attempt has been made to be comprehensive, but omissions are a definite
possibility. The authors welcome suggestions for additions to the bibliography, and
want to acknowledge contributions wiftiCh came from W. Mischo and K. Markey while
the manuscript was in final preparation. .
AlthoUgh the Library of Congress_ adopted its first dictionary catalog in 1898, it
Headings for Use in Dictionary Catalogs, published in-'
was the ALA List of
1895, which was used
Used as the basis .for developing the Library of Congress subject
headings list. First published in 1914, ,this list was conceived without any structure or
code and hats grown along with the collection of the national library. Although
Cutter's Rules for a Dictionary Catalogue have clearly guided its development, these
rules have never been officially acknowledged as guiding principles.!* But, as Angell
points out, the officers at the time of the creation of LCSH,...

...while in accordance in rejecting the classified or alphabetko-classed
catalog in favor of tie dictionary catalog,...were unwilling to contemplate,
the dispersion of headings that could follow from full adherence to Cutter's
rule of specific entry, at least -in its application to compound headings.
They Rreferred to combine efelents of a dictionary catalog and a
classified arrangement. The fact that the ,Library of Congress subject
headings began as a mixed system opened the door to inconsistent decisions
as the catalog grew.2

There does not, and never did, existia "laboratory condition" in the development
of LCSH, because this "would demand stringent requirements to conduct experiments
and their analysis."3 tCriticism of LCSH has increased over the years,' and has become
even sharper since the publication of the subject catalog and domputerized'information retrieval have exposed its weaknesses on a grander scale. In Table 1 we have

developed a catalog of LCSH weaknesses which authors have pointed out and
occasional suggestions for improvement.

A few words should be said about the validity Of evaluations straddling almost 40
years. The Library of Congress has incorporated many changes in headings during this
time, although- it has never undertaken basic alterations In structure, vocabulary

*S4 Footnotes Section at end of bibliography.

NIP

Table 1

Selective Catalog of 20 LCSH Weliknesses or Defects
with Suggested Improvements, 1898-1979
LCSH Weaknesses or Defects

Suggested Improvements

Critic and/or Suggestor/Date

(1)

No code for application

Attempt at "code" of practice

Cuter -1898; Haykin-1951;
L.C.-1.975; Chan-1978

(2)

No rules for grammaticid forms

15 rules

Daily-1957

Inconsistent form of headings

Noun rule

Prevost-1946; Reich-1949

(4)

No structure specified

Leave as mixed system

L.C. Staff-1890s

(5)

Restructuring needed

None

Angell-1971

46).

"1940 standards of 'definition" not
maintained

None

Frarey-1954

(7)

Need for more scope notes

Provide* more scope notes

Kanwischer-1975

(8)

Need connective references for
compound subjects

Make more references

Coates-1960; Kanwischer-1975

(9)

Lack of references from geographic
subdivisions to subject headings
and variant forms .

Create references from geographic

(10)

Subject-place ordering fs confusing,

Use direct subdivision for all
topical headings

(11)

Loose, inconsistent syndetic-structure

.(a)

,(3}

,

Hardy-1952

subdivisions

Chain-indexing of LC class and
-Thesaurus as one vocabulary
system
,Adopt classification principles

for s.a. references

(3

Wellisch-1978
(a)

Immroth-1970

(WI., Richmond-1959; Mosteckey1956; Wepsiec-1978

(continued)

Selective Catalog of 20 LCSH Weaknesses or Defects
with Suggested Improvements, 1898-1979
(continued)

LCSHrWealmesses or Defects

Suggested Improvements

Critic and/or Suggestor/Date

..(12),

Lack of currency

Discontinue subject added entries
and replace with machine produced
subject catalogs

McClure-1976

-U3)_

Prejudicial headings

Counter-lists

Berman-1971; Dickinson-1974;
Ferrington-1976; Marshall-497

(14)

Lack' of specificity

Add more specific and direct terms

Taube-1952; Lilley-1955;
Enyingi-1975; Balnaves-1976;

,

.

Atherton1978; Clark-1978

ti

(15)

Wide conceptual gulf and inadequate
detignation of concepts

Careful study of words and their
function.

Ladenson-1953; Christ-1972

(16)

Need for fuller subdivisions

Provide more subdivisions

Hardy-1952

(17)

Period snbdivjsions need revision for
uniform human and computer filing

Six different forms for period

Chan -1972

(18)

(19)

Sparseness of headings assigned to
item

No refiliation between LCSH and

LC class

,

subdivisions

Add headings to tracing
Add subject description (cc:intents, book index terms) for
computer searching
(c) Duplication at specific and
general levels

(a)

Use LCSH and LC class, captions and
Index together

Daily-1957; Immroth-1970;
Williams, Manheimer, and Dail.,

(a)
(b)

(b)

(c)

Dornfest -1975; McClure-1
Atherton-1973

L.C. Staff according to
Wilson-1979; 'Macho:1979

1972
(20)

Need' for machine-readable fOrm and
style of LCSH

None

Harris-1970; Mischo-1977

'7

: -4.

.
displays, or rules for indexing, and Haykin's guide, based on Cutter and updated by
Chan, is still the leading policy on how to form subject heacjfings. Criticisms,
pronounced at different times during the existence of the list cannot, therefore, be

considered on an equal basis for evaluation.
Arrangement of Bibliography

1.2.

f

The bibliography is divided into nine sections. General bibllometric remarks (1.3)
are followed by sections covering general aspects, the language of LCSH, its syndetic
structure, its subdivisions, form of headings, currency, sparseness, and ease of use.
,

Each section first liststithe references in order by date of publication. Then some
remarks are made about how these references have contributed to the discussion of
this aspect of LCSH. We read every reference but hive not summarized so much as
commented on each. The number following an author or title .referred to in the
textual remarks refers to the listing of the full citation in that numbered section of
the bibliography.

To facilitate easy location of the individual bibliographic items, an author index
is provided as an appendix. The first number following the date indicates the section
citing full bibliographic citation. Additional numbers signify that the work was
mentioned several times in the essay.
_

1.3. General Bibliometric Remarks

/

/

An analysis presented in an appendix shoWs where these items of criticism and
information about LCSH have been published over the past 40 years. These tables
has been
reveal an interesting pattern: less than 50 percent of this literatureinterests
in
The
universities
with
strong,
library
school
published in monographs.
Rutgers,
Pittsburgh,
Syracuse,
and
subject analysis are ,represented, i.e., Columbia,
Maryland. The American Library Association is represented by two items, and the
rnnient Printing Office), by four. CommerLibrary of Congress (through the U
cial publishers like Wilson, Scare ow, Libraries Unlimited, Dekker, and Neal-Schuman
have also made contributions. Overseas publisher, are represented by only a few
items. These monographs are almost all classified "LCSH General" in this bibliographer
is essay (Sections 2-2.3); a few are listed in Sections 7-9.

The journal literature accounted for more than 60 percent of the items. These
items were scattered in 21 different journals; two that changed titles are counted as
different journals. Library Resources and Technical Services (LRTS) contributes 19
items, the highest concentration, with Library Quarterly's five coming up as a far
second in rank. If the four items in thJaournal of 'Cataloging and Classification, the
precursor of LRTS, are added to the 9, the gap is even wider. Is this peihaps
Bradford's Law of Scatter at work?

Severat national library journals are representedAustralia, Canada, South
Africa, Japan, Uganda--and a few specialized journals as well, including law, information science, special libraries, reference, academic librarianship, information processing, and intellectual freedom. Regional journals are also to, be found in this list, as
well as the nationwide 'commercial library journals.

f
-ix
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Research and criticism of LCSH have covered so' many aspects that there

appeared to be a need to look at it all more holiitically, and this bibliography was one
result of such an effort. Bibliometric studies conducted since its completion 'provide
'further insights into the time frame and focus of the studies.
Table 2, which follows the organization of the bibliography (Sections 2-9), shows
that, while attention was given to LC subject headings during the late 1940's and early
1950's, it has greatly intensified since 1968. The one aspect which has attracted the
greatest number of criticisms is the underlying principles Section 2.3 of this essay).
In fact, general aspects (Section 2, all parts) accounts for ofie third of the items in this
compilation. The table shows a rather eVen distribution over the years, hardly ever
more than three items in any one year until the 1970's.

The language of LCSH is the subject of greatest specific interest (Section HI of
Table 2). Only modestly tre4ted in the 1940's and 1,950's, the number of writings on
this topic'have more than doulled since 1971.
Sparseness of headings (Section 8) and currency and prejudices of LCSH (Section
7) did not trouble analysts until the late 1960's. Then they attacked LC's shortcomings
vigorously until the American Library Astociation/Resources and Technical Services
Division (ALA/RTSD) Subject Analysis CoMmittee formed an Ad Hoc Racism and
Sexism in Subject Analysis Subcommittee in June 1977. Their summary report
appeared in the RTSD Newsletter, issued in April 1981, while this manuscript was in
its final stages.

Few writers have concentrated on, syndetic structure (Section 4) or subdivisions
(Section 5), the fundamental features in the construction of subject authority lists and
thesauri.
fr

t The Library of Congress has not issued much to indicate that they have paid heed
to the exhortations of researchers and practitioners. Habits and bureaucracy, have
made it too "costly to change the basic philosophy," says Paul Dunkin. "It is, much
easier to rationalize practice, as Haykin and Julia -Pettee did."4 Lois Chan's recent
book c4rried this one step further, recognizing that practices are very idiosyncratic
until this day.
As a tool for subject access to a library's holdings, several authors have felt that
LCSH should be used together with the captions or headings for class numbers in the
LC classification scheme. But, until 941, the act of classification and the assignment

of subject headings were two sepaSte administrative processes at the Library of
Congress, and this encouraged divergent placements.5 However, searches by call
number or class schedule captions had been studied before the advent of the MARC

tapes, and their usefulness for retrieval has been supported by system design studies.6
Manheimer considers the ideal situation to be one where the creation of both access
points is combined in a one-step process "so that subject headings and classification
headings would be identical."7 She worked on the compila/tion of an alphabetical index
from classification headings as a start toward unificatio'n of all class indexes, as well
as of indexing and classification language, but this demonstration project was not
continued by either Manheimer or the Library of Congress. The group at Manlito
State University in Minnesota has done the work recently.

A few remarils about the authors are included in this essay. Of fhe 89 15ersonal
authors listed in Appendix I, 68 (or 86 percent) contributed only one document. Of the
23 authors who are-cited twice, nine have all their writings listed in the same section.
p.

Table 2.

Chronological and Topical Analyalls of Literature on LCSH Mat World War II)

Number of Writings per Section

Dates of Writings
Aspect of LCSH covered
2.

General Principles
for Sublect Headings

2.1

LCSH: General-Rationalization

2.2

1944 45 46 47 48149 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 00

-

2

1

-

62 63 64 65166 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

.1

1

3

12

'.

50

'-

.11

General-Reviews & Revisions

1

General-Criticism

1

LCSH:

2

'

2

1

1

1-

1

1

,

k

'LCSH:

Total

'

.

1

Subtotal

10

3

1

1

.

LLSd:

2.3

3.

1

1

61

1

4

2

1

1

1

19

1

/

Language--

General

1

1

2

1

'-1

1

7

.

19

3.1

4.

5.

Language-Specificity
LCSH:

LCSH:
Syudetic
Structure

1

1.

.

v.,

1

2

1

1

2

1

12

9_

9

......

1

1

r.

...

t

'

r

3

1

1

1

Subdivision -1

41*

GeoKraph4cal.

6.1

2

1

2

1

1

LCSH:
Subdivision-General

LCS3 :

2
,

3%1 'LCSH: Subdivision-,sPeriod
5.2

.

1

LCSH:
Fora of Headings--Direct vs.
Indirect

2

1

1

1

9

5

,

.

1

5

1

1
-

f

6.2

LCSd:

I

Form of Head,

inge,-Periant Selling
6.3

.

LCSH:
Form of HcadIngs--Aorlanizstron

LCSH,

8.

LCSH:

9.

ROTE:

1

Currency

Sparseness
of Headings
LCSH:

1

1

1

1

1

1
-.

2

I

$

1

2

2

2

4

1

1

,

2

0

3

0

3

2

2

2

3

4

10

1

2

5

1

1

2

2,,

1

0

0

0

0

5

4

4

4

5

12 5

.

1940's10

1 50'8.41

1960'11..18

13

13

1

13

13

1

11

11

...1

.

Ease of Use

A few items have
been placed in more than
one section.

1

1

tir-'

7.

7

1

1

2' 8.
.

1970'6..82

11 17 13 5

131

1

Two of the three authors wbo are represented with three or more citations donfine;
themselves to a specific area of critique. They are Jay E. Daily, who applies his greaste
overall knowledge to criticism of LCSH, and Sanford Berman, whose' overriding
concern is currency and prejudice in LC subject headings. Lois Chan :emerges as one
of the most versatile 'authors on the subject of LC.

Few authors span more than one decade in their contributions. Only Richmond,
Steinweg, and Daily show a "continuous" interest. Richmond had one article iri 1959
and another in 1977, while Steinweg had one in 1956 and another in 1978. Daily had
contributions in 1957, 1967, and 1972. Most of the authors have made one major
contribution, e.g., Christ, 'Pettee, DUnkin, Knapp, Lilley, Prevost, and McClure.
Perhaps a research group for LCSH like the Classification Research Group in Great
Britain would encourage more publication in all areas.

a"

4

114

a
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General Principles for *bject,Headings*
/-----

..

.

er, Charles Amp

if

U.S. Government

500

,..'

Rules for a printed Dictionary Catalog. Washington, DC:
<224 ,
inting Office, 1876:
- ..
.....0,.

Alphabetic Subject
Subject Headings: The History and Theory of the
,..
to Books. New York: Wilson, 1946.

Pettee,(
.A

Tamper, Maurice. F,, d. The Subject Analysis of Library Materials. Papers presented

at an Institute, June 24-28, 1952. Nsw York: Columbia University, School of
Library Science, 1953.

.

"Symposium on Subject Headings." New York, July 1-2, 1952. Journal of Cataloging
and Classification 8, 4 (1952).
.

.

k

.

..

...,

Coates, Eric, James. "Alphabetical Subject Catalogues," Journal of Documentatieff 9
(March 1953): 58-63.
...,)i
Metcalfe, On Walface. Information Indexing and Subject Cataloguing: Alphabetical:
Classified: C_o6rdinate: Mechanical. Metuchen, NJ: Scarecrow Press, 1951.
5

Frarey, Carlyle 1 "Subject Headings." In The Stalls of the Library Art, Vol. 1, Pt. 2.
New Brunswick, NJ: GrAdUate School of L rary Science, Rutgers-The State
a
University., 1960.
,

Dunkin, Paul S. Cataloging U.S.A. Chicaggt American LIbrary Association, 1969.
,

.

Fussier, Herman H, and Kocher, Karl, "Contemporary Issues in Bibliogaphic Control,"
library Quarterly 47 (July 1977): 241.

FOskett, A: C. The Subject Approach to Information, 3rd ed. Hamden, CT: Linnet
Books, 1977.

Sverigius, Elaine Ski ci-tmieffr, Helen F. "Current Issues in the Subject Control of
.1fOrmatioll," Library Q4Krterly 47 (July 1977): 347-369.
.

The abOve entries introduce principles end problems of vocabulary control in
geQeral, often including or kiconsciously assuming LCSH. They ale helpful in putting
LCSH in a proper setting.
4

In this and all of /the .later editions of his boo Cutter lays the foundation of
'American philosophy-Tic respect to subject headings. Julia Pettee goes into more
depth. Not as critical as Dunkin, she rather explains their use. In "Subject Headings,"

*Each seqkstion of the bipliography will first list the references in order by date of
publicatioil. Then some Temarks will be Made about how these references contribute'd
to the discussion of this aspect, of LC. H. We read every reference but have not
summarized so much as commented on each. The number following an author and/or
title referred to in the textual remarks refers to the listing of the full citation in that
numbered section of the bibliography.

,

-9410

Olarey ,reveals 'the very essence of the problems connected with subject cataloging:
"It does not reflect any clear understanding of function or purpose." Subject Analysis
of Library Materials is interesting, for two,reasons: first, for its chapter on subject
headings, which.contains an article by Haykin on their principles and development, as
well as state-Of-the-art subject headings papers for_ different disciplines; second, forits section of user surveys--especially Frarey's--which also provides insights for LC
headings. The "SympoSium on Subject Headings" suggests selection and standards of
subject headings for specific types of libraries, while Metcalfe and Foskett discuss

various aspects of LCSH throughodt their books.' The 1978 book by 'Chan is the
capstone to the discussion of LCSH whiCh- now stretches over a century'.
2.1.

LCSH: General -- Rationalization

Vatican Library. Rules for the Catalog of Printed Books. Translat
rom the second
Italian dition '-by T. J. Shanahan et al., edited q. W
. Wright.
Chicago:
1
AmerMn Library Association, 1948.
Haykin, David Judson. Subject Headings: A Practical Guide. Washington, DC: U.S.
Government-Printing Office, 1951.

Haykin, David Jud?on. Project fo'r a S lect Heading Code: Revised.
DC: U.S. doverment Printing Office, 1957.

Washington,

5.

Taylor, Jed H.

"Classification and Subject Headings in the Small College Library,"

LibraryResources and Technical- Services 5 (1961): 87-90.

Avrarn, Henriette D.; Guiles, Kay D.; and Meade, Guthrie T. "Fields of Information on
Library 'of Congresg Catalog Cards: Analysis of a Random Sample 1950-1964,"
Library/Quarterly 37 (April ,h9 ): 180-192.

Deweyf,Ha rrY. "The'Relationsh.
the Classification Nucliber

en the Headings in the Subject Catalog and
Books." In Jean M. Perreault, Ed., Reclassifi-

cation: Rationale and kklems. Proceedings of. a Conference on Reclassification, pp, 66-67. College Park, MO:. University of Maryland, School of Library
,

-*T-ZInformation Services, 1968.
.4

.

.

.

.

Harris, Jessica Ve. Subject Analysis: Computer Implications of Rigorous Definition.
Metuchen, N3: Scarecrow Press, 1970.

.

i

.

Rydings, H. Anthony. "Subject.Headings for. a Local, Catalog," Library Resource's and
Technical Services 19 (075): 24-30.

Library of Congress, Catalog Division. Subject Headings Used in the Dictionary
Catalogs of the Library of Congress, 8th ed. Washington, DC: U.S. Government
Printing Office, 1975.
Willkams, Martha E. and Shefner, Gordon 3. "Data Element Statistics for the MARC II
_Data Base," Journal of Library Automatiop 9 (June 1976): 89-100.
7

Chan, Lois Mai. Library of Congress Subject Headings: Principles and Application.
4.44,1% Research Studies in Library Science, #15.
Littleton, CO: Libraries Unlimited,.
1978.

M;
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'

..

g the .acknowleiged guide forLCSH, Haykin's work is,' of course, essential.
His "Project f,or afSubject Heading Code" was neither finished nor, published, thus
leaving the door open for fundamental change. In the introduction to the 8th edition
of LCSH, the Library of Congress (LC) for the first time makes an extended attempt
to explain the applications of its rules. Lois Chan follows in Haykin's footsteps, but
she does no more than bring LC prqctices up to date. The chapters "Basic Principles"
And "Future Prospects" ask thought provoking *les-Lionns and offer alternatives con13einy-

cerning the future of the list and the state of indexing per se. The rules for the
catalog. of the Vatican Library, originally published in Italian in 191, follow LC

practice closely, and Harris considers the section 'on subject cataloging a much clearer
statement than anything published by LC. In designirig a *styling procedure for

conversion of LCSH into machine readable form, she arrives at "as vigorous! a X
defihition of the current manual procedyres as poSsible." But stie confesses that
inconsistency and unpredictability of theTheadings catise a problem. Work by Avrarn
and Sibers, Qewey, and Williams and Shefner Provides the.kindeof data analyses we can
expect-now that the MARC records and LCSH Are in*nnactfine-readable, form. The
O'Neill and Aluri 1981 article in Library IlesoucceS.and Technical Services (pp. 040)
is out of scope (by date) from this"reviewt but it was noted as being very informative
while preparing this manuscript for the printers.
.

2.2. LCSH: GeneralReviews and Revisions,:

Frarey, Carlyle James. Subject Heading Revision by the Library of Congress, 1941L.S.), Columbia University, 1951. Rochester, NY:
1950. Thesis (M.S.
University of Rochester for the Association of College, and Research Libraries,
'1954.

p

Angell, Richard S. "Library. of Congress Subject Headings: Review and Forecast." In
1-1; Wellisch and T.-D. Wilson, Eds., Subject Retrieval in the Seventies: New
Directions. Proceedings,of an International Symposium, University of Maryland,
May 1445) 1971, pp. 143-163. Westport, CT: Greenwood Publishing Co. and
University of Maryland, School of Library and Information Services, 1972.

Austin, Derek. "The CRG Reich into a Freely Faceted Scheme." In Arthur Maltby,
Ed., Classification in the 1970's: A Second Look, pp. 158-165. Hamden, CT:
Linnet books, 1976.

Richmond, Phyllis A. "PRECIS Compared with Other Indexing S stems." In Hans H.
Ison Co.,'1977.
Wellisch, Ed.; The PRECIS Index System. New York: H. W.

Dykstra, Mary. "The Lion That Squeaked," Library Journal

10311r

ept 1, 1978): 1560-

1572.
'r

PRECIS, LCSH, arid KWQC: Report of a Research Project
Designed to Examine the Applicability of PRECIS to- the Subject Catalog of an
Academic Library. Part II. 'Wollongong, (Jew South Wales:' University of
Wollongong Library, 1977. Summarized by T. Michael Keen, Journal of Docu-

Hunt, Roslyn, et al.

mentation.-34' (Dec 1978): 356-357.

Library of Congress.

"Subject Heading System," Library of Congress Information

Bulletin 37 (Mar 3, 1978): 154.

,:.

q

V

Resew of PRECIS," Library Resources and
'Technical Servicei 23 (Spring 1979): 101-115.

Weintraub, D. Kathryn!' "An Extended

Mischo, William H. Libl'ary of Congress Subject Headings: A Review of the Problems
and Prospects -for Improved Subject Access. Manuicript, 29p. Iowa State
UniVersity (Ames), Library,4179.

Frarey's comparison of thd fourth and fifth editions of LCSH leads to conflicting,
is seen as vigorous and ongoing, aiding the syndetic'
conclusions. The revision pr

structure and specificity.

he same time, The author regrets that the "1940

At

en maintained. Angell reviews nine majag aspects
restructuring for future editions. The various
,eplace
LCSH with PRECIS which, are separately".
efforts to compare and possibly
reported in 1.975tto 1979 refere'nces are summarized by Mischo.

standards of definitions" have n
of LCSH and advoca,Tes an or

4

2.3. LCSH: GeneralCriticism

'

VanHoesen, H. B. "Perspective in Cataloging with Some ApplicatiOns," Library
.. .
`,,
'Quarterly 14 (1944): 101-107.
.,
_....

..

.

,Hardy, May G. "The Library of Congress Subject Catalog: ,An Evaluation," libiary
Quarterly 22 (1952): 40-0.

Scheerer, George. "Subject Catalog Examined," Library Quarterly' f-7 (1957): 192.

Daiiy, lay Elwood. The Grammar of Subject Headings: A F'orrriulation of Rules for
Subject Headings Based on 'a Syntactical and Morphological Analysis of the
Library of Congress LiSt: (Doctoral dissertation, School of Library Service,
Columbia University, 1957.) Dissertation Abstracts International, 1957, 17,
2019. (University. Mitrofilmsr$No. 00-21,780)

.

Lilley, Oliver L. Terminology, Form, Specificity, and 5yndetic Structure Of Subject
Headings for English Ljterature. (Doctoral dissertation, School of Library
Service, Columbia UnkerSity).1958.) Dissertation. Abstracts International, 1960,
.20, 1799. '( University Microfilms No. 59-63116)

actice'." In Eric James Coates, SubeCt.
hdon:,Library Association,

Coates,. Eric James.. "Libra-ill of Congr
Catalogues: Headings and Structure.
.

Olding, R: K. ,"Form of Alpliatetico-Specific Subject' Headings, and a Brief Code,"
Australian Library- Journal 10 (1961): 127-137.
'

1,

Daily, _Jay Elwood. "Many,.Changes, No Alterations: An Analysis of library of
Congress Subject Headingsr7th EditioNi Library Journal 92 (1967): 3963-3963.

Imrnroth, John Phillip. The Problem of Vocabulary Control in Subject Analysis' of
Materials. (Doctoral dissertation, University of Pittsburgh, 1970.) Dissertatic*
.Abstracts International, 1571, 31, 4186A. (University Microfilms No. 7,1-03522

Analysis of ,Vocabulary Control. in Library of Congress,.
Classification and ''Subject ,Headings. Research Studies ;ip Library Science, 3
Littleton, CO:' Librahes.Unlimited, 1971.

Imniroth, John Phillip.

rF
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Pattrson, Charles !Darold.

A Graphemic, Morphological, Syntactical, Lexical, and

-C,o,atextugI Analysis of the Library of Congress Music Subject Headings and Their

Relationship to the Library of Congress Classification Schedule, Class M; as
Determined by a Comparative Sampling of Their Two Vocabularies. Dissertation
Series, University of Pittsburgh,_ 1971. Dissertation Abstracts International,
1972, 32, 4642A. (University Microfilms No. 72-07564)
Williams., James G.; Manheimer,, Martha L.; and Dailey, Jay E., Eds. Classified Library
of Congress Subject Headings. Books in Library and Information Science, "1 -2.
New York: Dekker, 1972.

.

."Subject. Retrieval in the Seventies." In Hans Wellisch and Thomas D.
Wellisch,
Subject Retrieval in the Seventiesrp. 12. Westport, CT: GreenWilson,
wood Publishing Co., 1972.
Cipola, Wilma Reid. "Music Subject Headings: A Comparison," Library Resources and
Technical Services 18 (1974): 387-397.
Aveney, Brian. "Facing Our Te&inoiogy;" Journal of Library Automation 8 (June
1975): 85-86.

"Metcalfe, John W.

Information Retrieval, British and . American, 1876-1976.
Metuchen, NJ: Scarecrow Press,1976, pp. 73-107.
PS

,

In his dissertation, Daily analyzes. the fifth edition -of the LCSH to determine the.
function of each grammatical form in the structure., This leads him to design 15iules
of his own . whiCh are,,profoundly different from Cutter's. He- further suggests a
classified guide to supplement the ,iist.; This proposal is -reiterated in "Many

Changes..." where he particularly stresses the importance of "semantic change e

natural language" for the formation Of subject headings.
Probing the relationship of LCSH and LC classification, Immroih finds very little"
context due to classification references and syndetic structure: the terminology it not
closely related. He therefore recommends chain-indexing of the classified vocabulary
to provide subject headings. Class,ification and subject headings would thus be united
into a- thesaurug, i.e., into one vocabplary control system instead of two or three.
Dewey (Section 2.1) also commented on this relationship.

Patterson, on the other hand; restricted his analysis of subject headings and
classification to music, and generated a single vocabulary. from LCSH, the class M
vocabulary, and class M index. He diScOVered a large percentage of identical,terms_
and a high degree of lexical and contextual synonymity.

Williams, Manheimer, and Daily,generajed a list of subject headings from all LC
class terms. The two volumes, which provide both discipline and topic access to the

seventh edition, also include main headings and see references from the subject

heading list. They offer a solution from existing sources which bypasses problems with

the unpredicta ility of the form of subject headings, the inadequate class reference
structure, and - tangential relationship between classification and the subject
heading list.
.

,

Coates sees a inificant relationship betWeen connective references and corm.
,pound subjects. He comments that this is not thought through and consistently applied
in the LCSH list, which results in conf using 4nconsistencies.

-13-

Comparing LCSH and the New York Public Library music subject he' dings,
Cipola finds the former weak in regard to currency, synonyms, subciiyision, inv rsion,
and specificity. But Lilley, who used mostly LCSH and Sears lists for his da finds
that the overall terminology and form headingi for English literature are appr
"for the purposes for which they were employed." Yet he too concedes that p oblerns

exist._ Heading at the same level of specificity maybe employed for such a wide
variety of purjoses that their exact 'uses are highly unpredictable on the basis of.
terminology and form alone.

The syndetic apparatus is found wanting by most of the author's.

In reviewing thbLC Subject Catalog, Mary Hardy enumerates several problems
which are directly due to LCSH. She desires fuller subdivisions underpleany headings

and more scope notes, deplores inconsistencies in subject entries and the lack of
references from geographic subdivisions to the subject headings and from variant
forms. All other faults are
related to weaknesses in the list itself. The
comments of Wellisch, Aveney, and Metcalfe in the 1970's amplify this criticism.

ay.

41.
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LCSH: LanguageGeneral

Prevost) Marie. "An Approach to Theory "and Method in General Subject Headings,"
Library Cuarterly 16 (1940:- 140-151.
4

Reich, Philippa. "On Being Practical with Prevost," Journal of Cataloging and
Classification 5 (1949): 67-69. .
,

Steinweg, Hilda. "Thoughts on Subject Headings,' Journal of -Cataloging and-Classification 6 (1950): 640-645.
Ladenson, Alex. "Application and Limitations of Subject Headings: The 'Social
Sciences." In Maurice F. Tauber Ed., The Subject Analysis of Library Materials,
pp. 67-68, New.York: Columbia' University, School of Library` Service, 1953.
Seely, Pauline A. "Subject Headings Today,"
Library Journal 78 (1953): 17-22.
,
.

l'Christ, John M. Concepts and Subject Headings: Their Relation in Information
Retrieval and Library Science. Metuchen, NJ: Scarecrow Pres, 1972,
Ditkinson, Elisabeth. "Of Catalogs, Computers, and Communication," Wilson Library
Bulletin 50 (1976): 463-470.

Ladenson and Christ see the shdrtcomings of LC headings as the result of the
"wide'conceptual gulf" that exists between a 'Subject field and library science..Only a
careful study of, words and their functions creates the right setting in which subject
headings can be constructed.
.
Wepsiec, in a 1981 article out of scope (by date), looks like a very important
contribution td this topic, discussing headings as being grouped into 22 types by 'the
structure of the focal nouns and modifiers (see Library Resources and Te 'cal
.

Services (April/June 1921), 196-203).

In Dicif,inson's view, overconcern With the mechanics of cataloging has led to
"lopsided and cryptic description of books" and thus to a "failure in the communication
process." Inadequate description of concepts and lack of specificity and currency ale,
the consequences. Authority control is one way in which individual libraries can
improve LC subject
Her contribution the noun rude, which allows entry under no
nly and from which
several other pri
les are derived. Reich applied this rule or the
Oakland Public
.
,
Museum Library with great success..
, ,
4

3.1.

LCSH: LanguageSpecificity
..

.

Taube, Mortimer. "Specificity in Subject Headings and Coordinate Indexing," 'LibiryTrends (Dec 1952): 219 -223.

,

utrelr, Oliver. "How Specific Is Specific?" Journal of Cataloging and ,Classification 11
,
.
,
(Jan 1955): 3-8.
.
-..

n
t./

-15Alben,- Alice Strong. Libis .oecorl rem Subject Headings and Their Use ii

lege

and University Libraries, Rochester, NY: 1956. Available on Microcards.
4 o

s

E.nyingb, Peter; Ford,,Witliani T.; and larnele, Richard T. "Library of Congless Subject
Heading Modification 'and Development of the -Subject Authority File at Los
'Angeles County LaNV labiary," Law Library Journal 68, 1 (1974 1-10.

Balnaves John. '"Jpecificitt." In W. Boyd Raynard, Ed., The Variety of Librarianship:
Essays in, Honour of John Wallace Metcalfe, pp. 47 -56: Sydney: Libiary
Association of Australia, 1976.
Svenonius, Ejoine. "Metcalfe and the Principles of Specific Entry." In W. Boyd
Raypal-d, Ed., The Variety of Lhwarianship: Essays in Honour of John Wallace
Metcalfe, pp. 171-189. Sydney: Library Association of Australia,.1976.

Chan, Lois Mai. "AlphabeticaP.Arrangement and Subject Collocation in Library of
Congress Subject Headings," Librrary Resources and Technical Services 21 977):
156 -169.

,

Atherton, Pauline A. and Markey, Karen. "Library of Congreis Subject, Headings in
BOOKS. An In-depth Vocabulary Analysis." In Subject Access Project: Books
Are for Use. Final Report to the Council on Library Resour es, pp. 30-36.
.Syracuse, NY: Syracuse University, School of information Stu les, 1978. ED 156
131.

1.
,

Clack, Doris Hargrett. "Adequacy of Library of Congresi Subject Headings for Black,
Litetature Resources," Library Resources an Technical Services 22 (1978): 137 -'A
144.

Steinweg, Hilda., "Specificity
Services 23 (1979): 55-6

.Subject Headings," Library Resources and Technical

'

Specificity has been a growing concern' because of increased specialization and
the interdiiciplinary approach to research. The overall conclusion reached bythese
authors'is that the LCSH is wanting in this respect.
,

Taube, the crator of the UNITERM concept, began the debate with his 1952
article. In 1456, Alben found in a test ease that 75 percent of faculty members agreed
with actual LCSH; this rate dropped to 50 percent for students. Agreeing that
specificity is a major problem, SteinWeeand Lilley cite numerous-examples to show
the variety of ways by which LCSH achieves this, Balnaves and Svenonius continue the
debate in 1976. The relative optimism of some authors is not shared by others in their
-findings, e.g., Atherton and Markey declare the "vocabulary insufficient for subject
-detcription" as 'nit does not have a rich enough store of Unique words." .

In Chan's opinion, . there exists a fundamental problem.

The preface and r

explana,tions of LCSH do not explain clearly whether the LC lists. is designed more for
an alphabetico-classed or a dictionary catalog. The greater specificity requirements

o.f the latter cannot be reconciled with the broader classificatory interests of the
former. Yet inverted headings and headings with subdivisions represent ,modifications
of the principles of specific entry to which LCSH subscribes.
-w

There is ,,hardly a group of scholars representing various disciplines that has not
complained about LCSH's lack of adequateaa detailed terminology.

-16Chriit (Section 3) and Ladenson ( Section 3) investigated theescral science's.*

The following remedies proposed by Clack for,thetreatment of Bias* literature
can be generalized for other' fields:

Prescriptive measures to further proper analysis;

1.

2.-

,

Subject headings that reflect topic and 'race association rather than
rely on complementary headingi;

3. 'Research in subject analysiS to provide an adequate foundation for the

improvement of present practices or to design a new; more receptive
system.

Enyingi, Ford, and lamele offer modifications by adapting terms and subdivisions
to better express the concepts of law.

4'

$ a.

*The number following an author refers to the full citation in that section of the
bibliography.
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-

LCSH: Syndetic Structure

Mostecky, Vaclay. "Study of the See Also Reference Structure in. Relation to the
Subject of International Law," American Documentation 7 (1956): 294-314.
Richmon Phyllis Allen. "Cats: An Example of Concealed Classitication in Subject
Headings," Library Resources and Technical Services 3 (19.59):,102-112.

Sinkankas, George M. Study in the Syndetic Structure of the Library of Congress List
-7 of Subject Headtngs. Pittsburgh Studies in Library and Information Sciences, 2.
Pittsburgh / PA: University df Pittsburgh, Graduate School of Library and
formation Sciences, 1972.

Weps: c, Jan. "Inquiry into the Syndetic Structure of the Library of Congress Subject
eadings icy Anthropology," Library Resources and Technical Services 22 (Winter
78): 61-80.

It is not surprising that a system like LCSH does not have a consistent syndetic
structure: there have been "too many cooks" over the years with no real cookbook.
Sinkankas' interesting study shows that the searcher is not guided well through a
"subject area, but rather "led out of it, and very quickly."

At best, LCSH cap be said to have a random clssification, which is useless,
particularly in computerized systems. Bates (Section 9), Dickinson (Section 3), Daily
(Section 2.3), and Atherton and Markey (Section 3.1) come to the same conclusion.
Haiting discovered a "concealed classification," Richmond concludes that LCSH
should adopt classification principles for making see also references in order to create
a more functional structure.

Mostecky outlines a method for developing a systematic list of subject head gs
for internatiopal law and Wepsiec investigated the problem for anthropological liter
ture.

-18-

ii;H: SubdivisionGeneral

5.

Harris, Jessica Lee. Subject Headings: Factors Influencing Formation and Choice,
with Specific Reference to Library of Congress and H. W: Wilson Practice.
(Doctoral dis:sertation, Columbia University, T969.) jOissertation Abstracts
International, 1970, 30, 4470A. (University Microfilms N6. 70-06991)

Harris' research indicates that one Aspect of subdivision is to reduce the length
of undifferentiated files to provide a classified subarrangement.
5.1.

4

LCSH: SubdivisionPeriod

.
Chan, Lois Mai. "The Period Subdivision in Subject Headings," Library Resources and
'TechniCal Services 16 (1972): 453-459.

ng, Sze-Tseng. "The Structure of Library, of Congress Subject Headings for BellesLettres in Chinese Literature," Library Resources and Technical Services 17
(1973): 231-237.

"Alphabetical Arrangement and Subject Collocation" (Section 3.1), Chan
argued that subdivisions diffuse specificity. Wang, on the other hand, sees more need
for them in his/investigations of period subdivisions of Chinese literature. Here, Chan
In

proposes 4i)cdriferent forms of period subdivision to enhance consistency and uniformity for both human and cocCputer filing.

LCSH: Subdivision Geographical

Brinkler, Bartol. "'he Geographical Approach to Materials in the Library of Congress
Subject- Headings," Library Resources and Technical Services 6 (1962): 49.

Coen, James A. "An Investigation of IndireCt Subdivision by Place in Library of

Congress Subject Headings," Library Resources and Technical Services 13 (1969):
62-78.

Hudson, Judith A. "Searching MARC/DPS Records for Area Studies: Comparative
Results Using Keywords, Lc and DC Class Numbers," Library Resources and
Technical-Services 14 (1970): 530-545.
Veryha, Wasyl. "Librayy of Congress Classification and SUbject Headings Relating to
Slavic and Eastern Europe," Library Resources and Technical Services 16 (Fall
1972): 470-487;

Wellisch, H. H. "Poland Is Not Yet Defeated; or, Should Catalogers Rewrite History?;
----, with a Discourse on When Is an Island Not an Island?" (Revised Instructions of
the Library of Congress on Indirect" Subdivision of Topical Headings.) Library
Resources and Technical Services 22 (1978): 158-167.
a) 11

:19-

Subject-place ordering is quite confused in LCSH, and the reason for it may well
that topic was
be, as Brink ler claims, that the lateit public statement of LC policy on
with
indirect
subdivisiethS
by place,
in 1925.* Coen notes an increase in headings
Wellisch
between
the
fifth
and
the
seventh
editions.
mainly in science and technology,
headings
for all
"to
use
direct
subdivision
of
topical,
proposes a simple remedy, namely
for
previous
Library
of
Congfess
practice
countries or regions in-keeping with the
confusing
fdi
catalogers
and
counties,, and regions in the U.S." It is, of course,
searchers alike to find local material under general subjects, when special subjects are
found under geographic or national headings, (ee Veryha). It is not surprising, then,
that Hudson found that geographic subdivisions*piovide a bgtter access on MARC files
than geographic codes.

14,

I

6

*The eighth edition has rectified this somewhat, but in less than two pages.

I

LCSH: For,- in of Headings=-DIreizt.vs. Indirect

6.1.

Gull, C. D. and Taube, M. "Introduction." In U.S. Library, of Congress, Science and
Technology Project, List of Subject Headings. Washington, DC: Library of
Congress, 1948.

D. "Some Remarks on Subject Headings," Special Libraries 40 (1949): 83-88.

Chan, Lois Mai. "'American Poetry' but 'Satire, American': The Direct and Inverted
Forms of Subject Headings Containing National Adjectives," Library Resources,.
and Technical Services 17 (1973): 330-339.

0,
Harris (Section 5) is of the opinion that "the choice between inversion and direCt
entry of adjectival phrases...is strongly influenced by which of two words in the phraSe
better specifies the subject." She concludes that specificity should be determined by
frequency ofp`use. Chan disagrees, argtiing that subject matter would be a less
bewildering guide. However, as subject fields differ, different rules would then have
to be designed for each field.

In describing the adaptation of LCSH for the predominctt report literature, of
the ScienCe'and Technology Project in the Library .of Congress, Gull notes that direct
entry is satisfactdry to achieve specificity:
.

LCSH: -Firm of Headings:--Variant Spelling

,

Kesting, J. G. "A Preliminary Analysis of Variant Spelling, Forms Derived from the
Library of Congress," South African Libraries 36 (1968):' 10-27.
,

.

.

Kesting lists spellirg variations between the Library of Congress, and the
UniVersity of Toronto Library and suggests for each case the form to be adopted by
the university library.
. 6.3.

LCSH: Form of Headings--Romanization

Wang (Section 5.1) reco'mmencis that more romanized Chinese terms be chosen
for those Chinese literary genres foreign to Anglo-Saxon concepts., ,
.1

0 r.
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LCSH: Currency and Prejudices

Berman, Sanford. "Children, 'Idiots,i the 'Underground,' and Others," Librall'ouinal
",
96 (1971a): 4162-4167.
Berman, Sanford, Prejudices and Antipathies: A Tract ,on the Library of Congress
Subject Heads (sic) Concerning People. Metuchen, N3: Scarecrow Press, 197 lb.

"Prejudice Through Library ,of Congress Subject Heac1ings,"
Newsletter of Intellectual Freedom 20 (147.1): 12'6127.

Marshall, Joan, K.

/

Berman, Sanford. "Prejudices and Antipathies: A, *11)1ement." Part 1: Ugandan
Libraries 1, 1 (1972): 21-26. Part 2: Ugandan libraries 1, 2 (1973): 18-231

White, John B. "On ,Changing Subject Headings," Library Resources and Technical
Services 16 (1972): 466-469.

Hennepin County Library, Cataloging Section. Cataloging Bulletin, No. 1MN: 1973- .

Edina,

Dickinson, Elisabeth. "Ithe Word Game," Canadian Library Journal 31 (1974): 338-343.

Buffalo and Eiie County Public Library, Buffalo, New York.. "Sibject Headings List:
Women's Liberation," Unabashed Libiarian(No. 14 (1975): 32.

Kanwischer, Dorothy. "Subject Headings Traiana: Making Do with First Aid," Wilson
Library Bulletin 49 (1975):0.651-654.

Ferrington, Gerda. "A List of Canadian Subject Headings," Canadian Library Journal
33 (1976): 457-460.

Berman,, Sanford. "Nitty-Gritty Heads: A Selection of People-Helping Descriptors LC
Hasn't Gotten Around to Yet, and a Nifty Idea to Extend the Usefulness of Your
Catalog by Reference to Outside Information Sources," Unabashed Librarian No.
. 22 (1977a): 8.

Grabbag of Hennepin County Library Subject
Berman, Sanford. "Kid's Stuff:
-Headings for (Mostly) Children's7Media," Unabashed Librarian NO. 25 (19 ?7b):
7.

Marshall, Joan K,

On Equal Terms:

A Thesaurus for Nonsexist Indexing' and

Cataloging. New York:. Near-Schuman Publishers, Inc., 1977.

Berman, Sanford. "Overdue: Stop Playing Hide-and-Go-Seek with Ethnic Materials,"
Wilson Library Bulletin *2 (1978):' 691.
.

.

4

'

Kanwischer's .1974 survey re rds that librarians consider LCSH adequate for
these subject he,hdings,
users. She feels that.if some in the profession want to
ample cross-referencingfand explanatory notes will make
make them more current without
sacrificing previoussubject approaches or requiring extensive redoing ot subject cards,
But Berman believes. such a half-baked attempt will perpetuate the many prejudices
existent in /the list.

6
1
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5.

.

Feeling in regard to this question of peitjudicial hhadings has run so high that
counter-lists have even been produced. Mar all's thesadrus for nonsexist indexing and
catalog, On Equal Terms...,'s based on the LC list. Ferrington has created a Canadian
list of subject headings enriching LC terminology in favor of Canadiana, and the
National °Library of Canada has now published a Canadian list. The Hennepih.County
Library, under the leadership, of Elisabeth Dickinson and Sanford Berman, has been
most progressive in this area. They yrge librarians terake the 14tiative and they
theaselves have been publishing a bulletin listing, with explanatory notes, new crossnew and revised DDC notations, and subject headings. In numerous
reft
articles they have attacked LC's linguistic conservatism* as it relates to women,
children, the handicapped, racial,: and social minorities. In Prejudices and Antipathies..., Berman isolates weak areas, suggesting alternateterms and including do-ityourself techniques. The ALA RTSD7Subject Analysis AA Hoc Committee on Racism
aad Sexism summary report shows "haw far critical reviewl can have an impact (see
Appendix III).

I h,
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LCSP: Sparseness of Headings
s

Markley, Anne Ethelyn. "The University of California Subject Catalog Inquiri: A'
Study of. the Subject Catalog Based on Interviews with Users," 3oui711* of
Cataloging and Classification 6, 4 (1950): 88-94.
A

Perrine, Richard H. "The Imperfect Key: Ca%log Use Study;' I

6 (1967): 115-119.

Perrine, Richard H. "Catalog Use Dilficultieq' 82 7 (1968): 169 -f74.

Putting Knowledge to Work: An American View of Ranganathan's Five Laws of Library Science. Sarada Ranganaihan Endowment for

Atherton, Pauline A.
.

Library Sciemp,'Series 2, 5. Delhi, India: Vikas Publishing House, 1973.

,

Dornfest, Wilma.'` "Expanding collection Use' Through Modified Library of Congress
Subject Headings,"4.ACUNY 3ournal 4 (Fall 1975): 1921.
McClur

,

harles R. "Subject and Added Entries as Access to Information," 3ournal of
cademic Librarianshi 2 (1976): 9-14.

Mischa*. William H. "An Augmented Keyword Index to Abstracting and Indexing
Services," 3ournal of Academic Librarianship 3 (July 1977): 141-145.
Wilson, Patrick. "The End of Specificity," Library Resources and Technical Services
23 (1979): 416-121.

Structural and linguistic problems are compounded by the small number of
headings assigned and by difficulties of use of LCSH. For the period 1950 to 1973,
McClure estimates a stable average of 1.3 subject headings per item in the National
Union Catalog. From Perrine we learn that the headings a user hopes to find may be
absent for one third of all books cataloged according to LCSH. Dornfest reports that
Staten Island 04mmunity College adds subheadings in addition to those provided by LC
according to . thi needs of the" tudents. The library adheres to LC practices
frequently, drawing on analytics. A rton a Markey (Section 3.1) urge the inclusion

of titles, tables of contents, and book i exes for a better representation of document
content. Duplication of *overlapping but not identical headings, as petee (Section 2)
fpund, adds the advantages of a classificatory catalog to the dictionary catalog,
providing broadness instead of specificity, but does got increase the number ettubject
headings. Wilson investigates the same problems, i.e.-, what he describes as a new
practice at LC, namely the systematic duplication of 'entries at specific and general
levtls. Although still only selectively applied, he argues that this practice means an
end of. the rule of specificity and, while bloating the catalog, does not describe the
contents of a document in any more detail.
any subject experts do not find their field adequately analyzed. (According to
Clack -(Section 3.1), only 50 percent of Black literature is adequately analyzed.)

McClure's ute. studies indicate a loO., subject catalog use. Bates ("System Me is User,"

Section 9) fears that low redundancy may lead to underutilization of the library
gollection. It alio deceives the user into thinking that he has found everything.
Despite better word accessibility, subject searches on MARC tapes, do not prove
exhaustive if done through subject headings alone. Title and note fields should also be
4.

0(,

Aso ;:j

.-24.
.
i
,searched (Hudson, Section 5.2). Atherton t4presses serious doubts as to the adequacy

i

of subject fields on MARC records. McClure asks whether it would not be better.to4
take the final step and discontinue subjeci added entries altogether and "replace "them
with machine produced subject catalogs, where the work will be subject indexed and
not the book." Mischo shows how this can be done.
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LCSH: Ease of Use

Knapp, Patricia B. "The Subject Catalog in the College Library: An Investigation of
(1944): 21A-228.
Terminology," Libr y Quarterly
and
Bryant, Philip. "The Bath University Comparative Catalogue Study," Catalogue
Index No. 41 (Summer' 1976): 6-8.

thii.
Bates, Marcia J. "if ctors Affecting Subject Catalog Search Success," Journal of
American Soc. ty for Information Science 28 (1977a): 161-169.

"System Meets user: Problems in Matching Subject Search Terms,"
Bates, Marcia
Informa :on Processing and Management 13 (1977b): 367-375.
Library of
Library of Congress. "Computer Catalog Center Greeted with Enthusiasm,"
'..
Congress Information Bulletin 36 (Sept 23, 1977): 622-664.
.

as Search Key
Hosono, Kimio. "Demerits of the Library of Congress Subject Headings
System."
In Japanese.
at the Mechanized Post-Coordinate Information Retrieval
Library and Information Science 15 (1977) 181-188.
4
,..
.4

_

Green, Marie. Independent Research Study of Subject Headings in the MARC Records.
Topic: Woman. Unpublished essay, Syracuse University, School of Information
Studies, ca. 1970.

'

1

Markey, Karen. Reearch Report' on Analytical Review of Catalog Use Studies.
Columbus, OH: OCLC, Inc., 1980. ERIC Document -No. ED 186 041.'
heart
The cataloger can follow Haykin's rules, rationalized by Chan, and take to
detailed
the introduction to the eighth edition, which for the first time added abe able to
description of subdivision practice. Yet even the.experts do not seem to
victim
establish' ny consistenowas Bates points out in "System Meets User." The real
adequately

of the LCSH list is the user.

Subject catalog use studies have been

not be repeated where, but,
reviewed by Markey in'a recent OCLC publication and will catalog
familiarity is moreas Perrine points out, it is not very flattering for LC that
hindrance
advantageous than subject knowledge, which, it is said, can actually be a have
to be
("Imperfect Key," Section g). In "Factors.:.,7 Bates has asserted that users
taught LCSH whether they are subject experts or not.
always
Knapp summarizes the principle of specific entry (by which LC does not
has
had to
abid and the type ot material excluded fr,pm the catalog. Thus, teoching
LCSH
for
the
be d ne on an individual basis, ,as there is no simple introduction,to
difficult
to
ca og user. It is particularly-deplorable that good search strategies are and Daily,
design. (See also Atherton and Markey, Section 3.1; Dickinson, Section 3;
"Many Changes...;" Section 2.3.)
.
Green reports, that thefe is no fool -proof way to collect all material on one

when
subject (in her case, "Womant9 except by keyword. Hosono encountered-problemsBryant
the
breakdown
of
subject
heading
phrases.
The
producing indexing trms from
substantial changes which
and LC studies of catalog use in recent years point to very
moyqoward
orline
public
access
catalogs.
may have to be Made as we
10

.
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.CONCLI.ISIQN
1

In 1960, Prarey belbsved_that "present subject cataloging theory and practice is
based primarily upon, tradition and assumption and ,does not reflect any clear
understanding of ftiiictioh or purpose."8 LCSH is a prime example of Frarey's thesis,
yet one can argue that LCSH constitutet a thesaurus-like list and the criticism and

research on the various features or*Ien3ents of the LC list couespohd to topics
discussed in thesaUrus deVelopriie4(see Soergel9 and Lancaster 0)._
.

.

Scheerer1,1, Ange1112, and Ric6ond13 would like to see improvements"from a
classifcatory. and linguistic point of view. While it may, seem impossible to rebuild
LCSHt?s one huge thesaurus, some have thought a seiiet of smaller, subject specific
thesa ri Might be feasible.,_ with relationships noted to connect the individual word lists
loosely. Kim's principles could be.useful "to explicate meaning (the reciprocal and
reversible relationship between concepts and words) in such a way that in the process
we may retrieve a subset element (document or documents) of that meaning."14
.

t

It seems clear from this review of the criticism that the Library of Congress, if
it wishes to maintain a useful tool in the computer age, has to do something. Having
rejected PRECIS indexing, the Library of Congress must undertake a major revision,
involving top professionals, theorists, and users from all countries where'LCSH is used.

4

t
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1956

Angell, Richard S.

1972

3.1
2.2

'Atherton,,Pauline A.
Atherton, Pauline A.
Austin, rek (in Maltby, ed.)
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Gull, C. D.
Gull, C.D.
Hardy, May G.
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Harris, Jessica Lee
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' Haykin, David Judson
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1972
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Publishers .
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1

American Library Association
Columbia University
Dekker
Greenwood ac University of Maryland
Iowa State University 'Library

2

2, 2.1

6

2, 2.2, 2.3(3), 5

)ibraries Unlimited
Library Association (Australia)

2.3
2

2.2, 2.3

1

2.2

2.

2.1, 2.3

1

3.1(2)

Library Association (UK)

1

2.3

Linnet Books

2

2, 2.2

University of Maryland
Neal.Schuman

1.

2.1, 2.3

1

7

OCLC

1

9

3

2.3(2), 4

University of Pittsburgh
Rutgert University
Scarecrow
Syracuse University
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1

2

2

2.1, 2.3, 3,
3.1, 9

University of Woolongong

1

2.2

USGPO (or LC)

4
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1
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1,
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.
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YI

' 4.

1
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2
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1

°9

1

7

1

9

1

9

2

8(2)

5

2, 3(4, 3.1, 8

1

2

14

.

Journal of Documentation,
Journal of Library Automation
LACUNY Journal
Law Library Journal
.
Library and Information Science (Japan)
Library Journal
' Library Of Congress Information Bulletin

2

,

8

-1

3.1

1

.
1

2

9
19

(LRTS)

.I..ibiTrends

9

2.2, 2.3, 3e7
2.2, 9
2(2), 2.1(2), 2.3(3), 3, 9

3

Library Quarterly Library Resource§ and Technical Services

2.1, 2.3

2.1(2), Z.2, 2.3, 3.1(3), 4(2),
5.1(2), 5.2(5), 6.1, 7, 8
3.1

1

o

Newsletter of Intellectual Freedom

1

7

RQ

2

8(2)

South African Libraries
Special
Libraries
.
#
Uhabashed Librarian
Ugandan Libraries
Wilson Library Bulletin

1

6.2

1

6.1

3

7(3)

11

7

.

4

.

4

: ,, 3
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Total
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,
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APPENDI: III

Sub)ect,Analysis: Summary Report of
the fitacism and Sexism in Subject AnalygitSubcommittee
-;.to the'RTSD/CCS Subject Analysis Committee*
1'

INTRODUCTION,'
A.1976

-

A Resalthioli on Racism and Sexism', Awareness directed RTSD, among

other P4.A 1.4,/isions, to assist in the process of eradicating racial and sexual
discrimination. In crescripthe cataloging, efforts were made through RTSD to remove
race- and sex-biased terminology frorrt the Anglo- American Cataloging Rules. The
charge was given to 'the Subject Analysis Committee to explore means of compliance
With the Al-A resolution with regard to subject headings and classification.
In June 1977 the Subject Analysis Committee responded by appointing the Ad
Hoc Racism and SexisMem.Svbject Analysis Sub.qommitfee. Its function was:

To identify areas of classification systems and, subject headings which
require change pursuant to the July 1976 ALA Resolution on Racism and
Sexism Awarenesi; to establish priority ranking for making these changes;

and to report these findings to die Subject Analysis Committee for
transmittal via the RTSD Executivd Board, to the appropriate changemaking organizations.'

The subcommittee held its first session at the 1978 MidWinter Meeting and
conducted nine sessions through the 1979 ALA Annual Conference. Subcommittee
members were Elizabeth M. Dickinson, chairperson, Jessica L. Milstead, Joan K.
Marshall, Desretta V.-McAllister, and Joyce N. Davis. In March 1979 Betty- L. Brown
was appointed to the subcommittee to fill the unexpired term of Joyce Davis.

,

The subcommittee iied the same coverage as the ALA equal employment
opportunity pdlicy, in deterMining the groups of people that would be studied with
rd to subject analysis. This policy prohibits discrimination on the basis of race,
creed,' color, 'national origin, lifestyle, or handicap. Thus, the scope of the
subcommittee's work was brbadened soMgwhat while remaining within the spirit of the
Racisni and Sexism Awareness Resolution. This larger pool of subject areas allowed
research on the "subject analysis of ..groups that have received very little attention to
date.

Another important andtuiding document a-the subject committee was the set
of "principles for establishing subject headings relating to people and pebples" drafted
by Joan K. Marshall and outlined in On Equal Terms.2 These guidelines have been
approved and adopted in principle by the RTSD CCS, Subject Analysis Committee.
. ,

I

The subcommittee's Work was divided roughly, into three categories:

.1

*RTSD Newsletter 6 (2) (April 1981): 21-22. Reprinted by permission of the publisher.
,

'Yr
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APPENDIX III (con'd).:
1.

Studies of LCSH to determine if there is need for change in 4eadingsrelated to
peoples.

i

,
Analysis of placement of women and racial and ethnic minorities in the LC and
DeWey classifications, and the terminology used for these groups.

3.

Preparation of annotated bibliographies of materials On subject analysis and
terminology for women and Afro-Americans. This approach was taken because
confiderable researchliadelready been performed on these groups.

r
GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

)

4

1.

There is considerable need for ongoing research in the area of subject analysis for
materials related to people and peoplei. This work should be done in, library
school prograrns and as an ongoing ftinction of the Library of Congress and other
authorities, charged with maintenance of classification and, subject heading
schemes.. The Subject Analysis%Cornmittee should examine research and recorrmend-changes to the tools of subjecf analysis.

A set of principles should be developed .to cover classification of Materials

relating to people and peoples. These principles could mirror those constructed by
Joan Marshall for preparation pf nonracist/nonsexist subject headings. We
recommend that the Subject Analysis CoMmittee develop these principles.
3.

The potential of modern computer technology should be exploited to rhaintain
The

subject terms in conformity with usage warrant. The 'relative infrequency of
occurrence Of wordi, and phrases can be determined fairly' easily; it is even
possible to detect trends, in terminology. We recommend that the Library of
Congress undertake greater exploitation of computer technology to research
terminology usage patterns.

4.

The subcommittee wisheS, specifically to commend the use by the Library, of
Congress of research done by Joan Marshall and Doris Clack in the areas of
subject analysis for women- and minority-related m'aterials. These works 'should
be used as guides in making subject heading and classification changes.

SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS

Priority ordering. Specific recommendationi listed below, are in approximate
order of ,the priority set by the ;subcommittee. Structural changes will have the-

greatest overall impact on subject headings and are thus of Arse importance. In terms
of changes related to specific groups?, the recommendation& tm senior citizens are
more immediately visible and thus are recommended ahead of others, LC subject
headings are more widely used than LC classification, and thus take some precedence.
Updating of the H schedule, however, should be placed high on the 1..0 Agenda,

(

4C
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APPENDIX IIF(con'd)

For Subject Analysis Commitfee

.,

v.. 1.

Contact IkEFORMA and representative Mexican - American organizations to deterMine whether change is needed in subject headings for this group.

.

2. qontinue .the effort to find appropriate terminology to describe traditional
concerns and culems.
acceptable, at le

The subcommittee_ does not find the term primitive

with regaid to Indian customs and activities.

Pay gre4er attention to classification and act more directly and positively .asil,"
change agent irtithis area. A stronger liaison rolg should be developed with thgr

3.

-classification aditcorities for both LCC and DDC systems,

For Librar of Con ress
ject Headings:.

Analysis of the list of subject headings for improved structural ,consistency
through greater synthesis of complex topics, additional scope notes, and redistribution of subdivisions so as, to avoidnegative connotations.
2.

AbandpMentiof objectifica (kr

3.

Changes to AGED/OLD AGE/AGING sequence.

4., .0

Ae

.4

es tor-kerning names of Indian groaups and subheads applied to them.

.

5.

ovillof subheads with negative connotations.

LC Classifica
4

1.

Update H schedule.

2. 'Change treatment of peoples in E-F.
3.

Make changes recommended for U schedule and use the, study to make similar
kinds ot changes in other portions of theschedule.
'fir

LOinGeneral:
1.

2.

'Greater use of computer techoology.in anzlyzing needed subject heading changes.,

Greater attention toward revision of LC classification schedules and iffiexes in
eral.to. remove bias regarding people arid peoples.
004

/-
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APPENDIX III (con'd)

For Decimal Classification Editorial Policy Committee

\

-

1.

Use of recommended changes to 305/306 for/creation of an alternatir schedule.

2.

Breakup of indiscriminate_ groupings of women, slaves, and ethnic groups.
4
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1RTSD Manual of Procedures: Cataloging and Classification Section Committees-,
1979-80, Subject Analysis Committee, Subcommittee on Racism and Sexism in Subject
Analysis (October 1979), p. RIO.
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?Joan K. Marshall, On Equal Terms:'A Thesaurus for Nonsexist Indexing and Cataloging
(New York: Neal- Schurnan, 1977), p. 6-10.
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Queries on the Subcon'imittee- report may de directed to Elizabeth M.'
Dickinson, Stockton-San Joaquin Bounty Library, 605 N. El Dorado St.,
Stockton, CA 95202. The full report has been submitted to ERIC; pending,
availability there, copies are available from' Joan K. Maishall, Heat of
TechnicaliServices, Brooklyn College Library, BrOoklyn, NY 11210.
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An Analysis of Vocabulary Control
in the
Library of Congress' List of Subject Headings (LC$11)

by

Pauline Cochrane
./^

and

Monika Kirtland
ty

Abstract

The introductions in the first eight editions Of LCtli are
content analyzed to check what they tell the reader about te
content, coverage, and Library of Congress practice in assigning
subject headings. Fourteen different types of information about the
list are compared, e.g., reference to sparsity of headings, - filing
arrangement, use of subdivisions, and classmarks. The appendicat
include reprints of the preface and introduction from the second and
third editions of the American Library Association List of Subject
Headings on which the first edition of LCSH was originally based, as
well as, the title pages, prefaces, and introductions to editions two
through seven andmine of LCSH.
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-43INTRODUCTION

Anything over tiree score and ten years old has a history that
may or may not be considered honorable and reasonable to reveal.
An army-general or even a librarian of that age might be expected to
sit in an armchair and write a volume of memoirs. But something
like the Library of Congress List of Subject Headings (LCSH), which
has reached that venerable age, has difficulty in tracing its .early

beginnings and pre-World War II developments, revisions, and changes
because the last edition of LCSH (the 9th, 1980) does not record the

history of changes in indexing practice and policy. Neither the
introduction to the 9th editicin nor the entries in that list will reveal
what has' gone before in the way that the indexer's edition of MESH'
(Medical Subject Headings), published by the National Library of
Medicine, records its indexing history (see Figure 1). The valiant
efforts of Haykin2 or Chan3 do not help us, for they were written to
illustrate practice, not to document it.
AS we move into the online catalog stage of library development, we should become aware that the "crust of the past" must be
scraped away to reveal the treasures of our libraries or-our work in
closing catalo'gs,and using technology will be for naught. 'When users

at an online catalog terminaltask, as they well might very soon, for
items on the rights of women before 1970, they should be adie to find
this with little difficulty. But will the 9th edition of LCSH, which
they probably will be using, help them? Unfortunately, no, because it
does not reveal under Women's Rights, for instance, that the term for
this concept before ,J974 was WomenRights of Women. *Few
catalogs, therefore, may have cross references linking these two as
prior and current synonyms for indexing.

Figure 1.

Entry in Medical Subject Headings (MESH) with History
*

Note

DRUG DEPENDENCE
F3:709.597.285

see under DitWG
1968 was DRUG DEPEND
wider
DRUG ADABUSE. 1969-1975 was DRUG DEPENDENCE see
DICTION; (pre MEDLARS) -!975 DRUG ADDICTION was main heading; IM + specific drug IM (without qualif); do not use /chem ind/dug

76; hist of use:

eff/educhnstrum/phySiol/rad eff;" TN -5t; differentiate from DRUG
ABUSE (no physical dependence); STR&ET DRUGS is available

,x

x

xr
xr

A.

DRUG ADDICTION
DRUG HABITUATION
NARCOTICS
SOCIAL PROBLEMS
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To begin to investigate the history of usage of LCSH headings
and subdivisions over time, we undertook a straightforward compar-

ison of the text of the introductbry sections of LCSHP, hoping to
uncover a pattern an&identify, some critical times' at which major

changes were-made, thinking this-could be used as inpdt to an online
LCSH vocabulary control project. The test of these introductory
sections from editions two through seven and nine are included in the
appendix to this. paper.* We gratefully acknowledge ..tbe cooperatiOn
of Mary K. D. Pietras, Chief of. the Subject Cataloging Division at
the Library of Congress, who made these sections available to us for
reprinting. Upon her suggestion, we also included the historic text of
the ALA List of Subject Headings (second and third editions, 1901 and
1914), which were the basis for LCSH, although v,te did not analyze
these texts.
Ar

To help us understand the impact' of the changes in policy and

practice through the various editions, we have traced several
headings through eight editions of LCSH to see how they fared over
the years. If time had permitted, we would have conducted a further
study to check actual usage over time at the Library of Congress and
elsewhere. We did not have the time or resources to do this at the
time of our investigation, or to report these findings still in preliminary font. Neither did time permit us to analyze the ninth edition of
LCSH,. which was published as we finished this paper. Nevertheless,
it is included here for our readers to study and compare.

me may argue that this retrospective memoir of vocabulary
changes and indexing practices is unnecessary to launch a successful
online library catalog., After all, the Library of Congress and other
libraries, they might say, constan
ise and update their library's
subject catalogS to take earl"
erial, once indexed under

4

an obsolete heading, and re-ent
the entries under the new
heading, making all necessary cross references. Our examination of
several library card catalogs shows this not to be the case. And it is
certainly not true,of the COM.,catalogs we have sec (from Toronto,

**.

Georgia Tech, Western Australia Institute of Technology, Columbus
Public Library, and elsewhere) which are generated from records for
individual items. As we convert catalogs to new machine- readable
files, we will need a separate vocabulary control project to peel away
the crust of the past and identify the layers and their interrelationships. We pr ably will uncover unknown, undocumented, and often'

unrelated subject headings which are not recorded in the latest
edition of LCSH or its online equivalent.

This paper is intended to illustrate the kind of vocabulary
control problems awaiting us as we merge Library of Congress and
other library recordS in online library catalog networks. This study
paralleled the work we were engaged in at the time, namely, the
*The 75-page introduction toothe eighth edition is not included in the

appendix because it is readily available as a separate publication
from the Library of Congress.
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Vocabulary IMprovement Projeit of ERIC, which was a decentralizedproject to review and revise the Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors.4 We

hope that our study will stimulate a similar decentralized effort of
review and/revisi'on of LCSH, and, eventually, result in adequate
vocabulary control for our nation's online library catalogs.

We have analyzed the prefaces to the first eight editions of
LCSH to nott any Changes in explanations about subdivisions, scope
'notes, classmarks, etc., over time. We also point out the increasing
aid and instruction provided for the indexer and catalog user. More
and more, such tools as LCSH and Thesaurus' of ERIC Descriptors al-e
becoming searchers' tools, and such explanations are essential.

To investigate the history of a single Library of Congress
subject heading is not an easy task. Supplements are published to

each edition 'of LCSH, -which are consequently incorporated in ;he'
following edition, but the list is not cumulative as is MESH see
Figure I). Cancelled, terms, unless used as lead-ins ("see" references), disappear from the list. No "history" note is provided, so the

n

adoption date for a term or dates of changes in

subheadings,

references, or class codes are never noted. Changes in status of a
heading; from lead-in to approved heading and vice versa, are never
indicated.

2'

I

To explore the delineation of a heading over the years, it has
been necessary to trace through all editions and supplements, and to

check the actual use of the headings over the years in library

collections which stretch over that period. This is an arduous task,
and one we should never expect users and reference librarians to
perform. BLit some effOrt will have to be expended to trace the
availability of information on a topic over time in a library catalog.
The'studies and critiques of LCSH which we reviewed in the first part
of this report document this weakness of LCSH.5
4,4
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Comparison of the Introductory Text of the Library of Congress List
' of Subject Headings (Edition 1-8)

As Table 1 shows, a preface or introduction has been provided
since the second edition of LCSH. From' oRe page in length it has
grown slowly into the 75-page introduction of the eighth edition. The
Library of Congress has never claimed that the list is a perfect tool.
Haykin admits quite frankly in the preface to the fourth edition that:
4

Whatever measure of lOgic and-Consistency has been achieved in

the headings is due to the contiluity of oral tradition whicI

sterns from J. M. C. Hanson, Charles Martel, their associates,
and the occasional written instruction's issued by them.'
Headings were adopted in turn as needed. (p. id)

From the sixth edition on, reference is made to Dtvid Haykin's
Subject Headings: A Practical Guide, which, in itself, is only an
attempt at documenting the oral tradition. The 14 columns 9f Table

1 attempt to analyze whet was said and how it changed over time.
Columns 1-8 are of a general nature, illustrating what was said about
individual fields of knowledge, omitted subject headings, and other
guides, to be used with LCSH. (See also separate list of 'these as an

appendix to Table 1.)

Colukins 5-8 contain an analysis of the form of entries in the
list. Explanations of "refer from" references, scope notes, classmarks, and filing arrangement are usually found in introductions to
thesauri. We Wondered what the Library of Congress would say and
how' they would say it. The blanks in these columns are very
yevealing (especially Column 8)L

To a large extent, the topics the prefaces deal with are type of
subdivisions and form of subject headings, and topics suggested in
* American and British standards on thesaurus construction are not
covered.6 As the list, is an extract of the subject headings used in the

Library of Congress, a good part of the introduction has to be

concerned with explaining practices at LC and how the printed list
differs from. the actual catalog, i.e., what has and has not been
incorporated.

Three Major omissions about practice have finally been incor-

pord and explained in .the reface. In ty.ing together 'practices
over' he entire 70
s explanation should be studied very
carefully for online acces 'to records of 'earlier vintages: the
parenthetical remarks in C lumns 10 and 14 point uphow long it took
to document practice.

The first omission involves the late introduction of certain
entries in the list. The best example is the incorporation of lead-in
("see" referenceg) and reciprocal cross-referencs (Column 5 in Table
I). Not until the list was n,the fourth edition, about 40 years after
the publication of the fii-st,'did
'these appear.

'

\4s
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Another omission consists of explanations of 'actual practices
regarding the use of the lint. _For example, LC class- numbers hate
been used since the first' edition, but were only made clear in the third edition (Column 7 in. Table 1). Another example of this kind of
omission has. to do with subdivisions for farrious people, exemplified
with a few illustrious names, e.g., Washington, Napoleon, and Shakesthough this was started, in pe pyinted,list in the second 4
eare.
In the preface until the
edition (1919), there was no mention
'fifth edition in 1948 (column 14 of Table 1).

After struggling in every edition to enlighten the reader about
the use of subdivisions, the eighth edition finally printed a major
explanation of practice and use (Column 9-14).

Frequent 'references to long outdated auxiliary lists raise a
question: If we were to have an.00line LCSH, would these lists need
to be updated and 1nCorpora d? '(See appendix to Table 1.)

One cannot deny the fa that the Library of Congress has tried
in every edition to reveal something to librarians and catalog users
about its subject heading list. But until very recently, this was not
done too painstakingly, and, b and large, the prefaces, have not been
useful to the uninitiated User.

Fifty years ago, the Library of Congress could justifiably point
out that "at the time of the conceptualization of the subject heading

list, no firm theory existed.;

This is

no longer true.

Many

researchers have discussed the theory of subject headings within
LCSH and their findings have been standardized into the modern
thesaurus methods for vocabulary control. Research has been done
o subject headings, thesaurus construction, and even LCSH in.
particular.7 tThe preface of LCSH can reflect these new develoements. For reasons pointed out in other parts of the paper, it appears
the time has come to redesign LCS)-1 and to write down clearly in its
preface what principles are being applied. This will aid catalogers*
users of library catalogs, and the system designers who are engaged
in creating our online catalcig access.
,

*Note added in proof: The introductory text of the ninth edition,
although not carefully analyzed by the writers dye to insufficient
time, appears to include more information of the nature suggested
here. It is included in the appendices for the reader's analysis and
study.

or;

.4 ,9
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-49aTable 1. COMPARISON OF THE INTRODUCTION TO EDITIONS OF LCSH
411,

Edition
(no. & date)

Reference to publica_ tion of separate lists
for a single field of

Remarks about'sparsity of headings for certain fields of knowledge

knowledge

(2)

(1)
Y.

1910-14

2.

1919

Religion,.theology, foreign law. -

g. - 1928
1943

(3)

ge

1

4.

Mention of Subject Headings omitted

Reference made.to "Li-brary Subject Headings
with List of Shakespeare CaleCt10123 and
Language Subject

Names of persons and places; names of societies,
institutions; names of hodies of various.kinds;
systematic names of the lower divisions ,
(families, genera, species) in botany and zoology;
names of ships unless of special scientific or historiCal interest.

Same as above.

Same as above.

Remark: 'Headings not
complete in all fields of
knowledge.'

1. Names of persons, with .!he exception of Lincoln,'Napoleon, Shakespeare, and Washington.
These"names are included in order that the numerous subdivisions wider them might be shown.--2. Names of corporate bodies, such as societies,
institutions, firms, except where usedin examples cited wider some subject.
3. Names of places, except where they form an integral part of other headings or when subdivisions under them must be shown, as in the case
of historical periods. In the latter case,'period
subdivisions are not given when they cover the
reign of an individual ruler. The period subdivisions under Foreign relations and Politics and
government largely correspond to those under
History and are omitted.
4. Systematic dames of the lower divisions in botany and zoology (families, genera, and species)
and references from scientific to popular names.
5. Names of individual chemical compounds.
6. Names of shills, except those of special fusioncal or scientific interest.
7. Headings with unusual diacritical marks, partly
because of the difficulty of typesetting.
8. Names of all religious bodies, except those of
major importance or interest.
9. Names of special prayers, e.g., Anima Christi
Ave Maria.
10. Many of the names of individual deities.

Headings.' 8th ed.,
1926.

5.

1948

Same as above.

Emphasis on Music
headings.

Same Is above, with *7 omitted.

6.

1957

Sam e as above.

Emphasis on Music

Same as above.

/
7.

1966
.

8.

1975

Separate list of 'Names
of Political and Geographical Entities' used.

headings and refers to
'Music Subject Headings' 1952.
Same as above, plus: (2) family names; (3) most
sacred books, anonymous classics, or special prayers; (5) natural features, e.g., bays, capes, deserts,
lakes, etc.; (6) structures such as aqueducts,
bridges, canals, dams, reservoirs, buildings, castlei,
lighthouses; (7) metropolitan areas, such as parkways, roads, squares, streets, cemeteries; (9) parks,
forests, forest' reserves, wildlife refuges.

Same as above, plus : 7arEhaeologic.files, works of
art, motion pictures, and TV programs; chemical
compdunds. Although a large number of existing
MUSK headings have been printed in the current edition, in the future it will not be printing all'exampies of subject headings with qualifiers specifying
instrurbents or vocal parts" when the main heading
has a generil

Table 1. (con's)

Guides other than

Edition
(no & date)

'Refer from" references etplared

introduction
(4)

1.

1910-14

2.

1919

Scope Nutes

(5)

(6)

Classmarks
mentioned
(7)

Filing arrangement explained

What general forms of
subdivisions are
omitted andiorgiven

(8)

'

(9)

Bound is at end. Preliminary List of Language Subdivisions.

Referente-made to 4th

General form divisions (e.g.,
directories, periodicals, societieka.etc.) omit ted, but
mac irriportant subdivisions
of subjects are included.

issue (1916) of 'Sub -

ject Subdivisions.'

3.

1928

Reference made to 6th
issue (1924) of 'Subject Subdivisions.'

4.

1943.

Same as above.

Given for first time,
but as separate list.
"Has been a long stAnifing
in LC catalogs."

5.

1948

Sa.ne as als.at.
^

Same as abyve, plus
Symbols X and XX tels
used from now un and

Introduced.

Used since 1st edition,
mentioned in introduction of 3,rd edition for
the first time

Same as above.

Same as above.

Same, as above.

Same as above.

Same as above, plus language
subdivisions have been given
in full under English langdage

40.Same as above,
explained.

only.
6.

1957:

flaykin: "Sub Ott ,
Practical

7.

1966

Saint as above.

8.

1975

Same as above.

See Table 1 Appendix.

Same as above.

-Three pages of
planatrdns.

.

Same as above.

Same as above.

'Material is printed under
specific heading or references are given in this edition.' List of general form
divisions given, h p

Same as above.

Same as above.

List of subdivisions used n
the LC catalog under any
subject heading as required.

Same as above.

Same as above.

Explained for the

first tune.

*

.'

'et

4

A't

Table 1.' (c,(11eCH

a

11:

ExplanatiQu of direct/ \\.....
indirect spbdivisions

Mention of Subject Ileaditigs
"*Ith local subdaytsions

date)

Period subdivisions
under Haines of places

(14)

(13)

41r

too
iS".4,r

e

..

.
2nd eilitioitof 'Subject Headings with Local Subdivisions...'
could be used, but not re-

19149,..4.

Pi

1

apoleon, etc.

Historical subdivisions

(1 2)

(11)

(10)

.1 I

Full lists of subdivivisions for Lin 4n,

014,

Under names

only historical
4

ivitons

\

In existence in\Z.
edition and on.

included.

ferredto.

/
3.

Reference made44o th edition

, 1928
.44.

Same 'as above.

as;

(1925) of :'Subject Headings

fJ

4' with Local Subdivision-4i.;
./."-\

a

4.

Same astbove,

Reference made to 5th edition

;411,

with the

5
ex&ptii of the A .A.

11935), of "Subject Headings
with Local Suladitaesions..."

4

4

-

,
41111

Same as above, but subd 1skons used under countries

Introducectir thks always.
been practic d.

44.4beve, phis "Includ0
t of tsical
re used asItilirect sugof a subject."

6.

are given in full under U.S. \
only.
44,

/114aterial.integratecl into,list by the insertion of Direct or Indirect and by the inclusion of Pare C: following the Introduction."
Also, 'Areas and Localities used as Likect Subdivisions,' 2/3'0.

. 1957

Refers to 'Period SUbdtV1!ions under Names of Places'
ma/
.

.5

7.

1966

4

Same as above. t

8..

:

Sail ae 4bove /
,

#

,

1,4

Same asisove.

,

,

.

.

Same a abovecp1111: Explains-Tdpical, Form, Period, and Local SubSubdivisions.
divisions. Has a chapter on Headings Serving as Pattern
my Used
Lists-include "Subdivisiona'under PlaCe Names," Most C
54 pp.)
Subdivisions," with explanations of how they are used for

1975

i'

4

A

ihese remarks app k to Columns 10-44.

q

.\
04.

40

Introduced.

'

-

-11t
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Table 1
Appendix

*Gliides cited.in LCSH Preface:
(1).

U.S. Library of Congress Catalog Division.
Subject Subdivisions

0

(A)
(13)

-4-e)

Under names of country,t states, etc.
Under names of aiti,es
Under General subjects
2nd issue
4th issue

1906
1916

5th edition
6th edition'

1'920

1924

U,S. Library of Congress .Catalog Dijsion.
Subject Headings with Local Subdivisions
(A)
(B)
(C)

a

Headings with indirect subdivision
Headings with direct subdiVisiop

List)rof local subdivisions (stAte, province, etc.) to which subdivision is
always direct
3rd edition
4th edition
r* 5th editioh

(3)

c,

1920
1925
1935

/

U.S. Library of Congress Catalog Division.
Period Subdivisions under Names o Places
1950

(4)

U.S. Library of Congress Catalog Division..

a

Library Subject Headings with List of Shakespeare Collections and Language
Subject Headings. Preliminary list.
5th edition
(5)

*(6)

1926

Namesof Political and Geographical Entities (n.d.).
Music Subject- Headings.

1952a

t

t,/

.
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"PREFACE,
THIS List of 'subject headings has been prepared. the cataloger (rid is
to be considered as an appendix fa Cutter's Rifles' for a dictionary
catalog. ed. 3, sections 99 to tzo.
Dien compiler of a dictionary catalog finds two great difficulties: 1st, the
the making of the neceschoice between synonymous or related headings :
The
best
catalogs
show
great
diversity of usage and
sary cross-references.

it has often been suggested that, by a collation of these catalogs,

a

list of

subject headings might be made which would simplify the work of the cataloger
anti lead to more uniformity. At the Lakewood conference of the American
Library Association a committee for this purpoie was appointed. At the
Chicago conference the committee reported progress and the Publishing Sets
tion was ,instructed to proceed with publication as soon as possible. At the
Like Placid conference the committee reported completion of the work, and it

is now submitted to the members of the A. L. A and other librarians for
approval. The catalogs on which the list is based are those of the Boston
Athenaeum, Peabody Institute and Cleveland Public Library, the American
catalog, and the Harvard Subject index.
Of course no such list can be complete, nor is this intende\I to be so.. It
is limited to the headings most often needed in the small or medium sized public
library. The following classes of headings have been Omitted:
t. Personal names.
z. Geographical headings, such as names of countries, places, languages,
literatures, etc. [See Library journal, IS :C79--go, for treatment of these.]
3. Technical and scientific names, unless there are equivalent common
names and for purposes of cross-reference.
4. Animals and plants and chemical and medicinal 'substances.
5. Books 'and other parts of the 'Bible. These should be entered as subheads under Bible, with reference from their names.
6. The following special classes: Names of /months, days, processes in
arithmetic, parts of speecb, virtues and vices, diseases, headings beginning with
numbers (as Eighteenth century).
7. Other speci fic headings where there seemed to be no doubt as to name
or references, as most gaines, foods, etc.

.It is thought that the list is sufficiently full for ordinary use. TA headings for.any new subject can be settled by the application of the rules given
See also Appendix b.
iii

$

tj
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h

below and by the analogies of headings already in the list. For full discussion of principles the cataloger is referred to Cutter's Rules. Any cataloger
having to deal with unusual books will consult special catalogs or reference
books, such as the Surgeon- General's Catalog, Soule's Lawyers' reference
manual, BouNier's Law'.clictionalv, NIClintock niid Strong's CNclopadia, etc.
The general rinciple of decision is that the heading shall be that under
which it is supp
that the majority of educated Amer icans will look.
wits cross-references from other forms of heading.

In carrying out this principle the follow in; rules hale be,n followed so
far as possible .
instea I of forei,c_yi ;
Use common names instead of te-)inical.
bui,nut if the common or English name is .irdt.,iguous or of 111-,le!=ii.ed extent.
Cse singular rather than plural except v. here subjects are only
thouzlncd under the plural.
3. t-se ,headis most generally found in the lealing catalogs.: Us +;:e,
Moral philosophy, fur example. ,s now almost uri%ersail)
however, is ct
called Ethics.
4.. Put compound names under the first word unless'some other is mo,e
significant (Agricultural botany, rather than Botany, , agricultural ; but History,
ancient, rather than Ancient lustorN ).
In order that all the books on a subject may be brought together in the
catalog, cross-references must be liberally supplied. For this reason the list
of " see-alsos " is especially full.
Particular attention is called to the " aefei-froms." These are the " seealios " reversed and group under each heading the references that should_ be
madt from ether subjects. Of course these references are not to be made
unless the book cataloged actually illustrates the subject from which reference
is made. They are suggestions rather than directions, and do not relit% e. the
cataloger from using his judgment.
T.

It has not always been thought necessary to include in the list

oh% lous

" refer-from " references where the headings stand side -by -side in the alphabetical arrangement. For example, from Agriculture to Agricultural botany, pests,
etc.

It will of course be understood that where the reference is simply See,"
no'subject entries are to be made under the heading referred from.
One column is left blank'for additions. The cataloger is advised to check
headings and references as Used and to add new headings required. If he wishes

to use a different form of heading, it will be necessary to make the change
wherever the heading occurs in the list, otherwise discrepanties will creep into
the catalog. By this method a complete list of all the subject headings and
references io the catalog will be at hand without reference 'to the catalog itself
Mtmority retort C. A. Cutter'refers Ancient art, Ancient geography. Ancient history, Classi.
as he *ou'd prefer
cal anuquities. Classical art, Classical biography. Classical geography. Cassnal
Medieval antiquities, Medieval art, Medieval geog14**alld Medieval history. If in that case the substanr.
tive Middle apt were not better,

In this he folloy.s the principle of concrete

which brings together what relates to a

thing, a country, a penod, rather than all works belonging,fo a CLASS or form, sucn as Geography, History.

iv
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PREFACE _

Unless the library is quite small, personal and geographical headings should be
kept on slips, as a supplementary list.

When there is a great accumulation of entries under a heading, it is well to
The Boston Athenaum and Peabody Institute catalogs furnish good
modeis for such 61.1bdi% IS;On. [See also Appendix.]
We-do not expect that this List of subject headings will be considered final
or escape criticism. If.,4how.ever,the general scheme of.the work receives the
approval of librarians, it forms a basis upon which a re% ised edition can ,more
he prepared. We shall be satisfied with our labors if the result is found

Subdivide..

r

useful to catalogers, especially to beginners.
GARDNER M. JONES:

G. E. WIRE, M.D , LL B ,
C A. CUTTER,
CommitteeiS9c
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PREFACE
HE history of a list of subject headings for the use of cataiogers dates
back to the Lakewood conference of the American Library Association, in 1892, when a committee consisting of Mr. Gardner M. Jones,

r. G. E. Wire and Mr. C. A: Cutter was appointed for the purpose of
collating catalogs and compiling from this information a list of subject
headimzs-which should represent the most approved usages. At the Chicagl) conference of the following year the committee reported progress,
an-d the Publishing Section of the American Library Association was instructed to proceed with riu 1)1 Icati ,-An as soon as possible. At the Lake
Placid conference, in 1894,. the committee reported completion of the
work, which was printed the next year. Three years later a second and
somewhat re\ ised and enlarged edition was issued and stereotyped, and this
edition has been steadily in use by cataloger's for the past thirteen years.

The growth and development-of libraries, their increased use by the
public and Ole many commercial, scientific and economic changes which
have.taken place et.f.i'ate, ha \ e,long since made a new and thorough revision

of this List of subject headings advisable. A stead demand for the second
edition ahowed.rhat the bo-..4k was in very general trse in libraries through out 'the country-. In-1906 the Publishing Board appointed,, to take up the .

matter.of a new edition, an advisory committee conkisting of Mr. Garter,
NI. Jones, Miss Ha rriet.g. Prescott, Mr. A. G. S. Josephson, Miss Margaret
Ntann, Miss Linda M. Clatworthy, Mr. J. C. NI. Hanson and Miss Electra
C. Doren. Later Miss Alice B. Kroger and Miss Nina E. Browne were
added to the committee. :Hiss Doren was unable to serve.
Miss Esther Crawford, a cataloger and library v,orker of much experience, was employed as editor for the new edition, and the work of collecting data and collating and comparing catalogs and catalogers' forms
was begun late in 1906.. After laboring with great diligence for more than
tivo years and securing A. large amount of material, Miss Crawford resigned
in July, 1909, and the Board ws forumate in securing the services, in May,
191o, of Miss Mary J. Briggs, cataloger of the `Buffalo public library, to
carry the work to completion. Besides a trained knowledge Of precisely

shat this bibliographical toil should be, Miss Briggs has, brought to bear
a most conscientious and painstaking care that only those cin_fully appreciate who have undertaken a si'milar task.

All
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INTRODUCTION

..:

T has been found necessary to omit much that was comprised in the
original plan for the third edition of the List of subject headings, in
order that the size of the book.might be kept within reasonable limits.
The scope has been broadened by the inclusion of some of the more iin-portant historical events, including dears but not battles, the chief languages, literatures and ethnic races, and subheads for many of the larger

I

.....

..

subjects.

Technical and scientific terms, chemical and medicinal 'substances,
animals and plants, virtues and vices, diseases, games; foods and other
specific headings are included somewhat rnoreJiberally than in the .second
edition, the aim being to provide a checklist in these subjects for the smaller
public libraries.
The following classes of .hteilings are.omitted:
..:

r: Personal names.
2. Geographica' 'di' tifs,'except for a few regional headings and
,

countries zettniring historical subdivisions.

3: Names of months, days, processes in arithmetic, parts if
-speech.

.

..

.

In.general, and particularly in the matter of subdivisions, tbk needs of
the modera,tslyllarge public library, of from loo,000 to 200,000 volumes,

No attempt has been made to meet the needs of
r
college, technical or special libraries, which must of necessity make finer
lti Ve. beL?con side' red.

distinctions and closer Ibdivisions than would be useful in a popular
..-..library.
most consulted in the revision are those of the Library of
- . Trie4talogi
.R,
.. Congress, the John Crerat library, Columbia university library, Nebraska
university library', Northwestern university library; and the public libraries
of BroOklyn, Buffalo, Chicago, Cleveland, Dayton and Pittsburgh. Among
indexes, the Readers' guide to periodical literature and ,Engikering index
may be specially mentioned,
The headings ;bf the second -editi have been retained, except for such
changes as hive seemed desirable i order to conform' to present use of
terms. The more fadical.changes have been made in respoitse to what
seemed to be 4 very general demand, expressed by a decided majority o/
V

.
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,
.sthe answirs to questions published in-the library periodicals and in personal

.

For the sake of uniformityiju choice of new terms the Libraryof CorigreSs

headings have been followed soraeas they haveseemed adapted to the use
course many subdivisions and technical
of popular, libraries, omitt-ng
terms which would,be useful only jn iiSecial or very large libraries. ,
1' spelling, the simplified forms of the second edition have been retarried, and a feWOthers added, but it-rilas no
n thought best to advance
in this line faster than generally acae..p e usage will warrant. The plural.
form is used rather tharifthe singular, except where subjects are zeneralV',
thought of under the singular.
singular form is used for fruits, in,
order that the same heading may comer bath fruit and tree. The arrangement of compound words ,has".occasconed so much perplexity to both.
maker's and users of catalogs,-that the hyphen has been eliminated as far
as possible, following the latest available authority, Webster% new inter:national dictionary.
Little has been attempted in the way or definition of headings beyond
an occasional explanatory wor'd or phrase. Space coulcrnot well be spared
for rrtany definitions, and it ,has been found difficult to frame theqtso as not
to limit the pubjects to closely. Therefore, except in a few cases where
the meaning is very ambiguous, it has been left for the references to.sugiest
the scope Qf the heading when not entirely self:explanatory.
As a concession to'the very general tenclenc-yth lobk under the form
rather than:under the language for English dictionaries, grammars, etc.,
the English language as been made an exception to the regular treathient
of languages, and several forms, e.g. dictionaries, grammar and spelling,
entered dir:ectly under the form. The subheads for other languages are
given under German language, and the same can .be used for English in
libraries where it is preferred thatall-,tnaterial regarding that language be
kept together.
All farm names in American and English. literature are included in the
w

-

list, but of other literatures only thoie most likely to occur in popular
libraries of moderate size.: Literaturedrama, essays, fiction and poetry.
are entered under the adjective; other forms under the form followed by the
adjective name of nationality, except periodicals and newspapers where
name of country is used: e.g. English literature; Humor, Eriglish; Periodicals
England. Reference should be made in every case from the country
to the -language and literature of that country. These references tare.
inclieited in the list for ,Americao literature and English' language and
,
literature only.
The subdivisiops formerly printed in the appendices,.except those for
t
I,

V

Ri

-

.

cities which follow the introduction, are now included in the main alphabet.
Country subheads are given under United States, in order that the many
references may be indicated. The Library of Congress Preliminary list
of subject subdivisions under countries and cities has been used as a.lasis,
With modifications to adapt it to the needs of popular jibraries.Many subjects formerly, subheaded under country are now referred
to the,subject With country. subdivision. It is better as a rule to keep all
matter relating.to a city together, making double entry under city and
subject when needed: e.g. Boston Education; Education Massa,
chusetts; or, in a small library, Boston; Education; without subdivision.
The number of subdivisions -to be used will, of course, vary wit l the
size and character of the library, The small library will ignore the subheads
for the most part, using them only for the largest countries, and for subjects
upon which it may chance to possess considerable material. It will be
easy tosadd subheads at any time, should material increase so as to require
them. It is advised that a list of subheads used be placed at the beginning
bf each divided subject, and each subhead should haVe its own guide.
Since form subheads may be used with any subject. having sufficient
literature, no Attempt has been made to indicate headings requiring such
subdivision. At the end of the introducti2n will be found a list of forms
sapplicable to any such subject. Under United States are given references
to most subjects which. will require country subdivision in public libraries,
and under some of the more important subjects, examples of country-subdivision are given, ,e.g. Education

U. S.

Experience has shown that the .a,verage reader- generally disregards
both logic and punctuation in consulting an aFPitabeticallY arranged card
catalog. For this reason, all subdivisiOns, whether form, geographical or
logical, and all inversions are arranged in one alphabet, regardless of punctuation, except only the eriod subdivisions of history, which are arranged
chronologically. Since inuthis work the main entry word is not repeated,,
the punctuation'for subjects subdivided is not in ated in the main alphad, if preferred, may be
bet. The dash: is advised for all slibdivisiohs,
Agricultural.
used instead of the comma far inventions, e Bacteriology
To avoid confusion in 'checking, the refer from, references have been
printed in parallel columns at the right of the page. The' references have,
been revised, many new ones added, and some, believed to be unnecessary',
have been dropped. 'See references among the refer froms are indicated
by (s). The possibilities of useful references are by no means exhausted.
in this list. Further references will suggest themselves in cataloging.
The best materiil on a specific subject is often found in a work upon a
larger subject, so generalin its nature that it is not advisible to analyze it.
vii

.
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References are'therefore made from the specific ,to,the',general in cases
where, 'post general work; can be expected to contain material on the
specifieubject. Care should be taken not to make a reference of this
kind unless justified by the works actually in thlibrary. If the books ox
arts and crafts contain nothing op mosaics, a reference from Mosaics to
Arts and crafts would he useless and misleading. The same princip
) -

applies to other references, which should not be made in any: case unless th

ti

ft

book cataloged is of interest in connection with the subject frornwhl
reference is made. If the books entered under Cemeterick are descrlprt)
only, no referenCe-irOm Eminent domain to Cerheteries is required.
It will of course be understood that where the reference l's sit iply "see!'
ne- subject entries are to be made under the heading referred from. Only
those headings printed in bold-faced type are intended to be used .for sub.
ject entries.
In many cases references are indicated to or frorh geographical headings, or subjects with geographical subdivision, which do not appear in the
main alphabet. These are, only suggestive of the possibilities' for this
kind of reference. References should be made from pieriods of, 'history.
arts, sciences and other subjects to names of people whose lives 'are of
interest in connection withthe subject.
Long listsof references to specific subjects may be avoided in some
cases by general references; as for instance under' Industrial-arts and under
\' Manufactures "See also names of industries"; but' if there are few speeific
it is better to ehunierate tlidt6; that the .reader may see at a glance
where ,further material rita$,--be found. Another method of shortening the
lists of references iqo refer from the most generil to the neat less inclusive
heading;and Rom the Iatier'to the next.lower: e.g: Zoology see, also Verte..brates; Vertebrates see also Mammals; Mammals see also Carnivora; and so

on to the spedific.dnimal. As zoological families and genera are not included
in this list, references have been made from orders to specific animals
-T4.e references in a card catalog are moreeasily read if -arranged in
cohirrins rather than in a solid paragraph, with two or three columns on a
card according,to the length of the headings.'
'\The cataloger is advised* to check headings and references as used and
to add new headings required. If he wishes to use a different form of head=
ing, it will be necessary to make the change whereyer the heading occurs in
the list, otherwise discrepancies will creep into the catalog.
The !aim has been to choose such headings as shall make the catalog
a .uiseful tool in enabling the reader to find as quickly as possible the book
he &sires. To attain this end; consistency has sometimes been sacrificed

to utility.

MARY JOSEPHINE BRIGGS.

~
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PREFACE

.
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The printing of the first edition of thellokary of Congress

list of 'subject headings was begun in the 'sulfi rney. of 1909, and
completed i March 1?14. In connect on with that edition there
were issueas occasion required, supplementary lists (Additions
andirevisiOns) the last one. no. 14, appearing in November 1917.

In view of the eXhaustion of stock of the first edition a year or
two after completi2n.a new edition was decided upon in 1916.
It was more than'Aear:bowever, before the vork was ready for
publication. the firsrinstalment 'reaching the pfinter early in 1918.
The first edition was edited by Miss Mary M. Melcher to the end
okthe letter K, and completed by Mtss Mary W. Mac Nair, editor
9f the second edition.
The organization of the catalogue. to which the list in a measure
forms a guide. the determiriation of the principles and methods to
he followed in itvonstructionand their, successful application in
the development of the subject catalogue are due to Mr. J. C. M.
Hanson, chief of the 'Catalogue Division 1,807-1910: assisted by
the labors of -his associates.
The-list covers subjects in all hiranches of know ledge so far as
the cataloguing of`the corresponding classes of books in the Library of Congress has progressed Subjects belongina to religion
andtheologe and to"foreign law are but siiarsely and irregularlt
representeh owing to the fact that the a1signment of such subject
headigskas been discontinued until the reclassification of these
classes sh ill have been compfetes4 aAtheir systematic recatalogu-'
ing is well in hand - For the complet on of that work no definite
(late cap he assigned -The reclassification of theology is still in
progress. that of foreign law hac-not"becn totiehed. Experience
has shown that it is inexpedient to let recatalog-uing follow tht
comclassification too closely before the whole class has
pleted, ryttridifider:: have been disposed of. and mookqn on, concerning difficult details satisfactorily settled.
The names of ,persons and places areordinaril Omitted from
the list. also 'names of soctetits, institutions, and dies of various
kinds. and systematic names of the ktwer divisions (families. gen-

eta. species) in botany and zoology. The names of ships are
e*luded unless of special scientific of hist2rical-interesi. While
the more important subdivisions of subjeas are included in the
' list. the general form divisions, such as Directories, Periodicals,
'Societies. etc.. which ma.. properly be used under any subject,
(Klist of these form sub, mqiiiring them. are. as a rule, omitted.

*.

divisions can be fvind on p. 19 of the--tPrelintivary list of subject
subdivisions." 4th issue, 1916.) Under narrftss ctf countries only.
histpr subdivisions are,ordinarE' included.
'The printing of a Kading in hl face type indk ,local
subdivision.

sit

The numbers. combinWvith letters, which follow,

the subject headings are the classmarks and subdivisions shov.irfg \
where-the materialdtzling with disc subjects is classified in the
Library of Congress. In the matter of hyphens, the Century dic,ti6nart has been used as atithoiity. '
December, 1919

sf
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PREFACE
- The printing of-the first edition of the Library of Congress
was begun in the summer of 1909 and
list of subject h
completed in fardh,'N . In connection with this edition
there were 14 supplements lists issued. the last one appear.
e seeefid edition was published
ing in November, 19f7.

.4/17

in 19I9; three supplements ,followed this edition, issued in
1921, 1922, and 1?24, ;respectively.' The .present (third)

edition incorporates the ,headings given in the first and
second editions and supplements, with additional headings
to December, 1927. The first edition was edited by Miss
Mary M. Melcher to the end of the letter K, and completed
by Miss MicNair, editor of the second and third editions.
The organization of the catalogue to which the fist in a
measure forins a guide. the determination of the principles
and methods tcvbe followed 4 its constructipn, and their
successful appliCation in the'development, of theeabject

catalogue are due to Mr. J. 'C. M. Hanson, Chief of the
Catalogue Division, 1897-1910, assisted by the labors of his
associates.
The list covers subjects in all branches of knowledge so
far as the cataloguing of the corresponding class of books
in the Library of Congress has progressed. Subjectsbelong-

ing to religion and theology and to foreign law are but
tparsely and irregularly represented, owing to the fact that
the assignment of such subject headings has been discontinued until the reclassification of these classes shall havebeen
completed and their systematic recataloguing.is well in hand.

For the complftion of that work no definite date can be
assigned. The reclassification of theology is still-ill progress;,

4that ot foreign law has not been touched. EiRerience has
shown that it is inexpedient. to 16t recataloRing-follow the
classification too closely before the whole class has Veen..
completed, remainders have been disposed of, and moot
questions concerning difficult details satisfactorily settled.
The names of persons and places are Ordinarily omitted
from the list, also names of societies, institutions, and bodies
of various kinds, end systematic names of the lower divisions
ttxr)

.

4
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(families, genera, spedies) in botany and zoology. The%
names of ships are excluded uhless of special scientific or
histokcal interest,. While the more important subdivision4
of sajects are included an the list, the genaal form division.s, such as Directories, Periodicals, Societies, etc., which
may properly be used under any subject requiring them, are
as a rule omitted. (A list -of these form subdivisions n be
found on pages 23-24 of the list of Subject subdivisions,
sixth edition, 1924.) Under names of countries only histUry
subdivisioN are ordinarily included.
The printing of a heading in black-face type indicates local

subdivision. In the matter of hyphens the Century dictionary has been used as authority.
The numbers, combined with letters, which follow the
subject headings are the cla.ssmarks and subdivisions showing where the material dealing with these subjects is classi:
fled in the Llbrary of Congress; pending the eventual publication of a complete general index to the Classification
schedules, the list may therefore serve to a Limited extent
as a substitute.
DZCZNBER. 1927.

-r
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C. M.
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->»)»INTR-ODUCTION

Efa 1.911:CRARY OF

CONGRESS Iitt of subject heddings has

grown by a slow process of accretion. New headings
were added to it as they were adopted in the course .of
cataloging the Library's books. There was not, to begin
with, a scheme or skeleton list of headings to wch additions

.

could be made systematically, completing and rounding out
catalog. Such a
a systeni of subject headings for a dictionary
been
devised
at
the
time
the Library's
scheme could not have
because
there
was no solii
dictionary catalogs were begun,
which
it
could
be
based;
the guiding
body of doctrine upon
for
all
to
read
and apply
Principles which were then in print
concerned
themselves
with
the form
were very meager and

of heeilings and Lair choice.

They did not provide the

theoretical basis for a system of headings. Whatever measure of logic aid consistency has been achieved in the headings

is due .to the continuity of oral tradition which stems from
J. M. C. Hanson, who: was Chief of the Catalog Division

from 1897 to 1910, Charles Martel, Chief from 1912 to 1930,

and their associates in the Catalog Division, and theoccasicrnal written instructions issued by them.' The failures'
-in logic and gonsistency are,,of course, due to the fact that
headings were adopted in turn as needed, and that many
'mind( participated in the choice and establishment of
headings, Alt(Wing awareness of the need of a statement
of principles and rules of practice in subject cataloging has
tended to correct deviations from logic and consistency and
has led tO the gradual improvement of the headings in,the
Library's catalogs.
(111)

9
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Editions of thi List
The first edition of the list of subject headings was issued
inparts over the period from May 1909 to March 1914 and

as supplemented by 14 additional lists extending to
' ovember ff 917; The second edition was published in 1919
with three supplements following in 1921, 1922, and 1928,
respectively. The third edition followed in 1928 with cumulative supplements in, 1931, 1,933, 1935, a.nd 1938, each
incorporating a series of more 'frequent noncumulative supplements. The fourth edition includes ap the headings which
appeared in the previous editions, the cumulative supple-

.

ments to the third edition, i.,1 the quarterly suppleinents
following the fourth cumulative supplement, through December 1940. A feature of the fourth edition not found in
previous editions is the special section listing the so-called
refer from referendes. Under each heading in this Iist are

indicated the subjects from which either see or see also
references have been Made to tie heading in question, as well

as those-under which it has been used as ax example. A
record 9f these references has always been available in manu-

script form to members If the staff of the Lbrtry. It is
being incorporated in the present edition in response to
requests frobi other libraries. Although' it was prepared as a
0

separate list, it. would have been incorporated in the main
list of headings, if it had not been tor the certainty that this
would delay publication.

4Classesof Hlndings Omitted

Not all of the subject headings used in the dictionary
catalogs of the Library are, however, included in the list.
(At the following categories omitted (tyre the list, only those
'headings have been retained which-bave appeared in earlier
editions:

---

I

4
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1. Names of persons, with the exception of ,Lincoln,
Napoleon, Shakespeare, and Washington. These
names are included in order that the numerous sub-

divisions under them might be shown.
2. Names of corporate bodies, such as societies, institutions, firms, except where used in example cited
under some subject.
3. Names of places, except where they form an integral
part of other headings or when subdivisions under

them must be shown, as in the case of historical
periods. In the latter case period subdivisions are

not given when they cover the reign of an individual
ruler. The period, subdivisions wider Forftgn.
relations and Politics and government largely comespon4-to those under History and are omitted.

4. Systetic names of the lower divisions in botany

and zoology (families, genera and species) and

references from scientific to popular names.
5. Names of individual chemical compounds.
6. Names of ships, except those of special 'historical or
scientific interest.

+I/

7. Headings with unusual diacritical marks, paitly
because of the difficulty o typesetting.

8. Names of all religious bodies, except those of major
impoitance or interest.
a. names of special prayers, e. g., Anima CAristi, Ave*
Maria.
10. Many of the names of individual &title.

Characteris*s-of the 1,ist
The headings which in the catalog of the Library of Con-

greys have local subdivisionaare printed in boldface type, e. g.,

p

4
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Abbeys,?I'his serves to show that works on abbeys in England, in Prancer, etc.; are entered in the catalogs under the
respective headings Abbeys -- England, AbbeysFrance, etc.
Following each heading in boldface type is a statement indi-

cating whether local subdivision is direct, e.g.,Betill trade

El Pao, Tea., or indirect, e. g., Geologyriermany
Westphalia.
Enclosed

parentheses imniediately following many of

4

the headins are symbols made up of letters and Arabic

numerals which are sometimes preceded by a qualifying worii
or phrase. These symbols are class numbers showing where

the Library of Conmaterial on the subject is classified
They
are
not
in
every
case
equivalent
to the subject,
gress.
but are merely suggestive and should be used only where the

shbject 'rasa& of the book justifies it. The words and

phrases preceding the class number within the parentheses
are merely explanatory and are not intended tepresent a
forhi of subject heading.
Subdivisions of a subject are printed, in italics. :Although
the more important subdivisions" are included, the general
form divisiOnk such as Directories, Periodicals, Societies,
etc., which may be used tender any subject as required, have
as a rule been omitted: Under names"of countries, with the
exception of the United States, only subdivisions or historical
periods are given.

Interspersed among the subject headings are references
of headings not used in the Library's catalogs to
from iiiiFtss
f)
in.their stead. These forms of headings not used
those
are recorded in the refer from section of the list under the
headings to which they refer.
Following a great rasnyteadings are listed related headings
or types of headings to which see also references are made.
Where the scope of a heading is not obvious, especially where
distinctions must be drawn between .two or more headings,
there is given in many instances, a statement defining the

I
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be agptheridl to be found in idl cases where they ate desirable '

Auxiliary Lists

.

-.#.

'T tc.t..../4-

-

subdivflirirehave been---i2;3ed jd'eY .4 subject headings,
-----,,,..,unclei*rtain of thoga and under napes of plaobes,Aincludes
(a),>...subdivisidns used under' *Imes of
the
countriee,,states, etc., (t subd,i'lrlsionstitder-ninies qf cities
41Crtowns, (c) general form divisions used under allsubjects,

4_,

(d) additional, oai'iiisione used upgir special cladaNt subjects, giving under-each eximaplgilbf headings unifer_whi

is used, and (e)-3.4ist Orabbre,tions for the most comm4
-

Lorli Subdivi,sions2, vfhich inchides
'Subject Heaciiigs
a list (4,..,of heings with ftidirectiocal sUbdivision, (b) pf
headingOrithirirect,localalubdivision, and (c)4pf localSub-

_

divisiostates, prince r6 etc.) Fr which stikivisiqn of
heading'

always dike' ct. VI-le-foikb-editien-ot-theseneral

. list indicates for each heading subdivided by place whether
subdivision is director indirect, which makes the first tWo-Parts of this amtilistry list less usgul than before,-;-' However,

4rthe-list 'of places for whi& subdi!ision*:talways direct is
7itzstill a valid and useful aide

An aviary list useful 7nainitipecalise it. segregates the
headings in a.,single field of: knoAdge, Literature Subject
Headings and IiinguogiSubjloct Headings', a.special feature
Sabilvisions. 6th ed. Wt=.-Govl,

.

Bead
81Am, tun Sqls

with Woe- 1 Su

-,61b

oIP24 .Glepriuted i93S)

sabluirton. Govt. print- off.. I933

floado,..-- and Laniusge Bub}ect Headings, 6th ed. Waddngton

Govt. pviot. oB.,1
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of which is ths.list of subdivisions under Shakespeare, which *
serves as a basis for, subdivisions under names of such au.:,
th6is as Dante, Homer, and Goethe.

The headings adopted after December 1940 are

'being,

,issued (1941) in a Quarterly Supplement, which ineludes
Only additions to headings found in the fourth edition of t14:.
general list, but 'also changes in headings and references.

gditership of the List
-Whill'ihe headings it .the fourth edition of the list are the
3roduct of many minds, the work of maintaining and'inte- .

-gratin c.* many records needed in anticitiation,..of the
publicaticArof tie list and of-editingAas performedibi Mary
Virdsoti MacNair or,done'under her direction. It was begun
*,:InthetatalogsDivition of the Library of Congress and, after

, the porganustion of the cataloging process, continued
tote Subject Cataloging Division. For several months
to MO* MejOrair's retirement her -was assisted, bk.
NellaAne Wartin, who succeeded' her as editOr and w
emishebeeing it through the press.
DAVID JUDSON gAYEIN, :4"

,

Chief, Skibfect Catdoging

Ai
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INTRODUCTION
THE rnITH edition of the Library of ,Congress list of sabjectA

'headings exhibits several important departures from preceding
and
editions. It is, nonetheless, indirect line of succession to them
limitations.
Like
them
it
includes
has the same characteristics and
only the headings -adopted for use in the dictionary catalogs of 'the
Library of Congress in the course of cataloging the books added to
the Library's permanent classified collections, and is not, therefore
Neither
a list of headings equally'complete in all fields of knowledge.'
is it a skeleton or basic likt,which could be completed In the course
of years of cataloging. Su& a list could have" been contrived only
if there bad been, when the Library's dictionary catalogs were began,
a solid body of doctrine upon which It could have been based. But,.
the gaining printiples then ih print were very ineager,and concerned
yes principally with the choice 'and form of headings. They
tb
did not provide the deoretical basis for a system at headings. Whatever measure of 16gic and consistency has been achleied is due to the continuity of oral tradition which stems from J. M. C. Manson, Chief
of the Catalog Division from 1897 to 1910, Charles Martel, Chief from

1912 to 1930, and their a4soclates, and to the occasional *ritten instructions homed by them. The failures in logic- and consistency are,
of course, dee to the fact that headings were adopted as needed, and
that many minds participated in their choice and establishment. A
'growing awareness of the need of a statement of principles end rules
of practice in subject cataloging, has tended to correct dceriatiEnn
from logic and consistency, and has led to the gradial improvement;
of the headings in the Library's catalogs. Such minor inovnalstencles
in form as remain, particularly In regard to hypbenatiot compound
words, and spelling, are accounted for by the shift in recent years
from CentniY, the authority formerlt followed, to Websier as a more
accurate reflection of current American usage.
venous or TM-LW
The first edition of the list of subject headings was leaned in parts
between May 1909 and March 1914 and was supplemented by 14
additional lists extending hi Nevembjet 1917. The second, edition was
published in 1919, with three supplements following in 1921, 1922, and
1928, respectively. The third edition,tollowed in 1928 with cumulative
supplements in 1931, 1933, 1935, and 1938. The fourth edition, published
in 1943, included the headings which appeared In the wile/ editions,

with the' additions and changes recorded In the supplements to the
third edition through December 1940. A new feature in this edition
was the inclusion pf a list of headings to which references have been

/-

a

made from other peadings with indication of these so-called refer from
quarterly
references. This flat arkeared as a second volume. Bight
suppleirtents followed, ayd these were incorporated in a cumulative
od from January 1941 through March 1943.
supplement ..7erina the
Thereafter, ", ulativesapplements were issued monthly by the H. W.
1, with periodic cumulations of which the following
WilsOn
constitute, in final form, the supplements to the fourth edition: 194111)44,1945, 1946, and January -June 1947. The fifth edition includes,
except for such cancellations and changes as are noted in the supple-

\4.
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tae' ts.rei the headings which appeared in the,pre;ious edition and its

'ap¢plementatr optstanding,featurf,of this edttionsis the integra-

tion in .e

list of headings of the refer from references 'Which

in the farth edition appeared as a separate volume. The Sdoption

4.

of -a somewhat larger page, of 8-point type idstea-of 10point ite In
earlier editions the use of the symbols so, z, andiz .to indica `refer -,
extea, and the Imposition of two columns to the page has ,fade It
'Possible to issue theentire work In.one volume.
MUSIC HEADINGS

Since the` publication of the fourth edition, Library. of Congress
suktect headings in tbe.f3eid of music, especially music Itself as distinguishecrfrom.boolts about waste, have undergone. notable expansion.
Inclusion in the fifth edition is not exhaustive; but an effort has beets
made to give the,main headings, many of which are farm rather than

,

subject, and to include the references and subdivisions under a roresentatee selection of the in sufficient fullness to guide the music rataloger. Subjects chosen for full treatment are : Music, Orchestral
Orchestra music,
Piano music, Operas.

,

.

`M.
147

I

ow .
` Not all ofAhe bject headings used in the dictionary catalogs of
wever, included in the list. Of the 2ollowing
the-Library '''`er
om the 14 onlyvihose headings have been raategories opal
,
. .
ined which hay - s.peered in earlier'editionsf
Names a persOns, wit's' the exceptions of Lincolni NapoIeon,
Wilt espeare,. Richard Wagner, e.nd.Washington. These names
casszs or unannics OMITTED

1

lb

!winded in order to sh.tv by-example the subdiviptons which rn
,
.,used under names of prominentOndividusis.
2. Names qf corporate bodies, ranch associeties, institutionEk firms,
exceptwlibre used In examples cited dnaer,scrateouWect.

4

li

part of
A Names of places, except where thee; forM an
Illither hesfdings or are used' in 4..xamples cited underpolite
polite subject, or'
'whet subdivisions under them must be shown, as it the cage* hiskaa the latter-case yelled subdivisions are npttalveu'
- torical pert
the reign of an individual ruler. The period rub-,
when they
del Politics leld government
division un r rokeign relations a
rrespend to those ands }_ tory, and are omitted except
la
where sed 12 'examples cited under another subjeet.
4
I
4. Systems names'.4f ..o loirer divisions in botany and zoology
.

-

01

a.

'

4 Samtlies, genera and sped a. ) and references from scientific to laopular
,
.
.
. names.
5. Nanies of individual cherpical compounds..
(
.
8.1camt4lof
,
7.4Nimes of 3r4litous jacilies, except those of major importance or
,
interest.
8. Names of special prayers, e., p., Anima:Christi, Ave Maria.
9. Nudes of most individuardelties.
,o,
,,

.,... "
,

.

. i
4

t

.

c`

crlutAcTziusrics or TEM LIST

-

a

.

"Substantial changes have beett'macle in the physical characteristics
Of this edition. All main headings are printed In boldface type,,and
not tcerelylhoge which have local subdivision, as in earlier editions. -..

Local subdivision is Indicated by the words DiMf or Indirect 90
parentheses, follow-ing the headlpg; thus: flabliefitilitias '(Direct),. i
and School attendance (Thdirec?), which, as applied, Yield, o. p.,

A

V

tlesLoe Angela; School attendance--C,aUforilia-4Los
Public .
ve19.
Ange
Thebes' 'Is for the distlection betweenleadinge Which require Indirect
for which direct subdivision is indicated
subdivision by play and
4
,

,r)
414,

,s

kA

2784

that for some iabjeots the.dominant interest is regarded al pertaine whole country or state, while for others the interest lies in
: lity., Indirect subdivision is inclicateTfor the broad
the sped

In

both pure and applied, la.cation, ethnoloa,
lture--Enghtnd; AlifieultureEngland--4
cation- GermanyBerlin. axcepDevon., Education Germany ;
headings in th4 se

r.

:

and the like, e., p., A

Q

bon is made in the case of names of I . lc kingdoms ancrprincipalltes, and, in general,
ties, members of federated states, median
part of more
areas whicli in the course of their history hare form
(arch:
than one state, as Well as in the case ofecelesiastical pro
1
dioceses, dioceses, etc.), and physiographle regions; which do no
bne political jurtgffellon
wholly within, or are pot. identified

A

such as bOdies of water, mountain ranges, and islands. New York
(City) and. Washington, D.,C. are specifically excepted. All these are
used as direg subdivisions under subject.'
ciiiigaltr certain classes of institutions, such as Universities
And colleges, Libraries, Hospitals, Whose activities are largely or

VP?

'exclusively identified with cities, are used as subblvieiops under
names of cities. Tl4s does not preclude their use as main headings
subdivided by name of country, state, 'province, and the like. e. 0.,

LibrariesMassachusetts, but postonLibraries. not Libraries
Massachusetts Boston, or LibrariesrBoston. This use is noted in
.

the

under the respective headings.%

.

Nalgeop,.Shakespesie,
Thevtull 1104' of subdivisionsfor
. Wagner, and Washington serve as guides for subdivisions under other
prominent persons. particularly statesmen, men of letters, and
musicians,'
Enflosed in parentheses, immediately following many of the hearlings, are symbols made up of letters an Arabic numerals which are
sometimes preceded by a qualifying word or phrase., These symbols
1, are class numbers shoFing where, material on the subject is classified
in the Library of Congress. They are not. every case equivalent to
the subject, but are merely suggestive, and are to be used only where
the subject mator of the book justifies' it. The words and phrases;
pieceding the class number within the porenthesesareinerely4xplanatory they do not represent a form otssubject heading.
Subdivisions, formerly prinled in italics, are printed in light face

fr

4

roman, the use of italks in this edition being restricted to matter
which does not' form an integral part of the heading Although the

V

more'important subdivisions are included, the general form divisions,
such as Directories, Periodicals, Societies, etc., which may be used
under-any subject as required,thave as a rule been omitted. Izangusge
subdivisions have been given in full under English langgage .onlyr
Thetsame subdivisions.are used when needed under other langtiages.

11,

Subdivisions used under countries are given in full under Unitd
States oily. Under other countries only subdivisions showing his-

91

Unica' periods, and those used in examplescited unde? other subjects,,
or occurring in.refereitces, are given.
cr.
Interspersed among the subject headings are references' from forms
A
ray's catalogs to those adopted. O.
of 'headings not used in
liany holdings ere followed b lists of related headings to which
Ste also references`ltre made, an. y : ,nymous.or related beadingS
from mbichAreference is n2abe t t le beading under *bleb they are
Where the scope of the eading is not obvidus, especially
list
w re distindtions 'must be drawn between two or n2ore headingsi a
temezit defitilt4pe scope and drawing the necessary distinctions is

p vided.

,
4

12.

2 A list a local divisions *filch are always 'teed as direct subdivisions, st
,..
beading follows this Introduction.
f4

R

'

i

V

'
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do,

aI

vr'
Aa attempt has been made to bring the capitalliatIon of headings
init.:, Mile with the 'riles of capitalization in dcescriptIve tcataleging
adopted'by the Library ofSongress in 1948. Where these rules do
not apply, Webster's Dictionary hks been followed, as representing

I

current American usage.
Azn.igio: Ling
While It was obviously not praCticable to include, in the general list
Of subject headings, kubdivisiens which have been, or bould generally
be, used ender each heading, the auxiliary list of Subject Subdivisions'
makes 1( possible to tell which subdivisions have been used under all
subject headings, which under certain of them, and which ullder names
of places. It-includes the following lilts: (a) rabdivisions used under
names of countries, states, eic, (b) subdivisions under names of cities

and towns, lc) general form divisions used under all subjects,. (d)
additional subdivisions used with special classes of subjects, giving for

each eliemples of headings under which it le"used, and (e) a lid qr.
subdiegiona with their abbreviations as used on Library of Coagreas
printed cards.
'
Subject Heading* With Local Subdivisions' which includes a list(a) of headings with indirect local subdivielon, (b) of headings with
direct local subdivialOn, and (C) of local subdivisions (States, provinces, etc.) for which subdivision of heading is always direct. The fifth
°MUM of-the -general list indicates for each bending subdivided bY

place Aether subdivision is direct Or indirect, and includes a list of
places to which subdivision is always direct, which makes this auYillary

Het less useful than before.
An auxiliary list which segregates the headings in a single field of
knowl

Literature Subject Headings and Language Subject

Headings.'
Since June ,194T, a m.:
containing additions to and
fifth edition.

4,

cumulative supplement has been
beented

in headings and reference in the

:

lidt011.1.1. WO=

While the headings of the fifth edition are the pr... -of many
minds, the work of maintaining and integrating the many
In
anticipation of the publication of tite list was' performed by the Edith
of Subject? Heading, Nene Jane Martin, and-1,116Assistant Editor.
Marguerite V. Quattlebaum. The actxtal editing
be credited to
Miss Martin. Eleanor ff. Dinulan and Frederick A. Blossoril helped
in the preparation of copy and the reading of proof. Mrs. Quattlebaum,
mien whom devolved the work of editing the cumulative supplements

while the fifth edition was in profs, assisted In reviewing copy
before it went to the printer. Men on should also be med. of the
contribution of Leo
,Lablontagne who was responsible for much
'of the planning of the rk.' To these, and to others too numero'as
to be named here, credit is -due for the extent:I and conteraEoess
of the list.
,
Dasm-Juneon HAW'S,
0/tier, Subject Cataloging Divielos.,

4

,

I Subject Subdivisions, gth ed. Valiant* Govt. ptibt. nif..4924 (Reprint
19116).

^

,v

8 Subject, Headings with Local -Subdivisions., tith sod. Washington, Govt.
,
.
print. ot., 1939.
$.
. Literature Subject Headings . . . andd.apf nage Subject freadings,
6th ad.
Washington, Govt. print. 04 1926.
t.
1
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LIST OF LOCAL DIVISIONS WHIN ARE ALWAYS USED AS DIRECT,
SUBDIVISIONS OF SUBJECTS

The following local dli'lsions are exceptions to the genkral rule in
regard to Indirect subdivision; they are.alwaya used directly after the

subject heading (e. 9., Agriculture --Alsace; Botany Ohio; Edna-.

tionPrussia; Frait-cultareOntaxio):
The States cid' territairlib of the United Sties; also District bf
Columbia, New York (City), and Washington, D. O.
vleg,illge Provinces of Canada.
.c
p States of Australia

New South Wales; Queensland ; South Australia r Tasmania ;

Victoria ; Western Australia.
The States of Germany:

.

Anhalt ; Baden ; Bavaria ; Bremen ; Brunswick ; Harobtirg ;Hesse ;
Ldbeck; liecklenbtarg; Oldenburg Prussia ; Saxony ;
Schaumburg-Lippe; Thuringia ; Wfirttemberg.
.
The Provinces of Prussia :
Brandenburg; drenzmark Posen-Westprenssen ; Hanover; Hesse-

Nassau; Hohenzollern; Pomerania ; Prussia, East; Rhine Prov-

,

ince; Saxony ; SchleswigHolstein ; Silobi, Lower ; Sileala, Upper ;
'Westphalia.
The Provinces of Bavaria :
Bavaria, Lower; Bavaria, Upper; Franconiaiii;er ; Francohia,
tinate, tipper;
Middle ; Franconia, Upper ; Palatinate;
Swabia.
The Priivinces, etc., of Austria : v '

I

Aiastria, Lower; Austria, Upper; Burgenland ; Carinthia; Sala-

:burg ; Styria ; Tyrol ; Vorarlberg.
The Provinces of the Netherlands:

Brabant, North; Drenthe; Friesland ; Gelderland; Groningen;
Holland, North; Holland, South; Limburg; Overlissel; ttiecSt

"Zealand.
Divisions of France:

,

'Alsace; Angouraols; Anjou; Artois; t. 'is; Aprergne; B4ara
Berry ; Bourbonnai; Brittany ; : : indy; Champagne; Danphine; Flanders ; Fax; Franche-Comte; Gascony ; Guyenne; he
de France; Languedoc; Limousin; Lorraine; Lyonnais? Maine;
Marche; Navarre ; Nivernais ; Normandy ; Orleanals; ?grebe;
tonge; Savoy ;
Picardy ; Potion; Provence; Ronsaillon
Tonraine; also Corsica.
'
Divisions of Italy:

§
.

-Abruzzi angaiolfse ; Apulia; Calabria.; Campania, Emilia ; Letitun ;
Liguria ; Lombardy; Lucania ; Marches; Piedmont ; Sardinia ;

Sicily ; Tuscany ; Umbria; Veneto? Vetezia Giulia; Venezia

,

Tridentina.

Besides the local divisions given above, subdivision of stibjeci headinn is direct to areas which in the course of their history have formed

a part of more than one state; also to ecclesiastical provinces (archdiOceses, diocese., etc.) which do not fall wholly within, or are not,
identified with, one pol1tpx1 jurisdiction. e

ABBREVIATIONS

In indicating subject headings on Library of Congress cards, the
following subdivisions are abbreviated:'
Antiq.
Antiquities
Bibliography
Bio-bibliography

BIbL

iography

Biog.

Boundaries_

A

Bound.
Comp.
Descr.
Description
Descr. & tray.
Description and travel
Dictionaries and encyclopedias---1.. Dick & encyc.
Directorief
Direct.
.1 Disc. & 'explor.
Discovery and exploration,..:_.
Econ. condit
Economic conditions_
Emigration and immigration.._ Emig. & immig.

Commerce.--L-1

Foreign relations

For. rel.

Genealogy

Geneal.
Hist.

History

History and criticism_
Industries....
Manufactures

J's

Hist. & crit.
Indus.

Periodicals_

Manut.
Period.

Politics and government
Sanitary aftatra____

Pol. & got
Sanit. antral

Social concUtions..

Efoc.' Condit.

Social,life and custom.
Statlitics

Soc.. life & cast.
Stat.

A

The abbreviations Gt. Brit. and U. t, are naid both as main headings
and in subdivisions except that neither is 'abbreviated-when it stands

alone without subdivision and:Great Britain is not abbreviated in
phrase headings, 0. g., Jews in Great Britain.

see alto
Refer from (see)
rex

Beier from (see also)

p

q4

'Y'
O

(A

e

f

Subject fleaclingg
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Introduction
THE Sa*TH EDITION of the Lilirary of Congress
list nf, subject headings =tains, with the exceptions
noted below, the headings established and applied by
a Library from I.897 through December 1955. It
followit the format of the Fifth Edition. with two
exceptions. 1) the imposition of three columns to Me
page instead :4 two has made it posaible, desp.te the
content, .to keep the vclorne within
:Fgt. ihcresse
manageable limite, 2) the id
:Ate those 'irtilus

3. Names of places, except when they form an intograd part of 4.her headings or are axed in examples
zlted ander soma subject, or when subdivisions under
them must be shown, as in the case of historical periods.

In the latter case, period subdivisions are not gitin
when they cover the reign of an individual ruler. The
period subdivisions under Foreign_ relations and Politicaand gcrrernment which largely correspond to those
under History, are omitted except when geed in examples cited under another subject
4. Systematic names of the lower divisions in botany
and zoology ;families, genera, and species) and references from scientific to popular names.
5. Names 9f individual chemical compounds.

...eral printed in single'
lines rather than in paragra..1..Additions to and :.hanger in., these headings since
1955 will be found in the. yearly supplement for 1956
and in monthly and cumulative supplements beginning

supplempsta since 1954, are in

6. Names of ship&
7. Names of most religious bodies.

with January 1957.

Headings
During the past fifteen years the Library has ex-

8. Names, of special prayers,

panded its subject hiadin,gs in the field of music, especially for music sores. Some of the music form headings appeared in the Fitt) Edition and a separate list
of all music. headings was published in 1952 under the
title Muria Subject Readings. The present edition in-

.

Catalog series. The list is the product of evolutionary
forces, amongthem the growth of the Library's collections, semantic change, and varying theories of subject
heading practice over the years. AKA consequence the
list is, at any point in time, an accurate reflection of
practice but not a complete embodiment of theory. For
fnore than a decade, however, the choice and form of

Classes of Headings Omitted
In common with earlier editions, this one omits for
reasons of space many headings which the Library of
Congress uses on its printed catalog cards and in its
catalogs. The following classes of headings are
excluded:

headings and references in the list; have been guided by
the principles and practices set fOrtli in David Judson

1. Names of persona, with the exception of Lincoln;

Napoleon, Shakespeare, Richard Wagner, and
he names are included in order to

shoW, by example the subdivisions which may be used

Haykin's Subject
lished in 1951 by the Li
The two ways in which

under names of prominent individuals, particularly

from its hate predecessor have already been

statesmen, men. Of letters, and musicians.
2. Names of. corporate bodies, such as societies, insti
tilt-ions, and firms, except when used .n examples .iced
under some subject.

noted:
All main headings are in boldface type, e.g. Mar4thitt

Washington.

4

I

Practical Guide, pubof Congress.
edition differs in format

translating; Nuclear shell theory; Sales forecasting.
nu

$

Characteristiesofthellist-

cards and used in its card catalogs and cumulative

through December 1955.

°'

g Anima' Christi,

The present edition, like its predecessors, is a record
of the headings traced on the Library's printed catalog-

chides all music headingii developed and applied

Vr

8.

Ave Maria.
9. Names of most individual deities.

*24-

.

S_ymbole intlisteti_Atefareak be -made in the
The--words {Indirect) and triirect) indicate those
(ede) i x0_1341.
--73stalog.eaae
alto; 0Refer
by
Illatel-in
headimPwwklnll are eabdivIded
from (ea dieg)'ieg.
(with interposition of the namelif a country or state
.
between the subject And the name of a place within -a."
Nuclear gepphysics.
country or state), or directly' Cwithout such interpoid.
es Radiocarbon dating.
...

4

tion), & g.

Unisium ' ores (Indirect} : II
Uiah Daggett Co.

ir

Nuclear geology.

\ 4res--

-zee Geophysics.

The actual eel references from terms not used to those

Taxation (ihreet) : TaxationDaggett co.,

tiSeci appear in tier following form in alphabetical.,
,
Subdivision is always direct under the names of his- -4` order: Nuclear. geology. Sea, Nuclear geophysics.

ScoPe notes are protided when it is desirable to

tone kingdoms and principalities, members 9f fed-

specify the range of -subject nutter to which a heading
js applied in the Lib, rarfs catalogs or to draw =cellczirY distinctions between related headings. These
Dates appear inthelist4eimeditelY following the headings with which they are us,d. A. typical example may
be found under the heading Civil service.
numbers in Parentheeee
Library of Congress.
follow many of the headings,
headings, e g.
Atomic *as. (Chemistry, QD4,66, Pkyeiet,

dated states, mad iatizecl states, ana, in general4, areas
which in the COW EN) of their history have finned a part,

of,mpre than one state, is well as in the ease of axledeistical finsdictions (prtvinces, arclitiocesise-dioceses,
etc.) and physiographici regions- which do not fall
political
wholly within, or are not identified wiltil,
jolisdiction, such as bodies of water, mountain ranges',
and island& New York (City) slid Washington, D. C.
ere ways abed as direct subdivisions under sabfect.
of areas and loCalities which are always used as
direct subdivisions of headings follows this introduce
tion.
Certain headings are used both as main headings with
local subdivision and as subdivisions under the Hamra
.
of cities, e. g.

,

-

_
-

Dilemma. (BC185)
Dingal language. (PS2461-8) 7

at

,..,,,,, ,_,_ when 1,_ ,. a.
.7Tr--,.;--_-__ .......,___
Toss co'rrespo"'ndezuz ;Z:tiveen'hy: ''spe-Ycifiw cusu'biZr he:d"
ing and the Library ,of Congress Classification. Al-

though such subject headings serve in part, as a general
: index to the classification schedules, the suggested num_:..setts Worcester
water-012PM (indirect) : Water.isapPir-- _-____ Ders.loTild
wed wIthout referring to the indinot be
vidtiai
Paw River 171114; but pem,
. . --.7 -- ---- vidual ind.,,,,,
tacit Water - supply.

Libraries (Indir'"80:, Elf",_ --- Mamml.l.i. P.-

' "'"'",,srarlee.

-

This
hed.dings.

is noted in the list under. the, ieepecti
,

0 Subdivistons are printed 'in:0*p t face
use of italics being restricted

Tense

c::;:3

utter w

the
oes not

..,form an integral pert of the heading.. Although the
the general
ore important subdivisions are incl
,

111

form, divisions; such as Directories, r&-w.loki. a,-sicio.

-

a .

4'
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pod, but its ii;efulneea wits impaired because lt....muld
not -be revised frequently to show deletions of old subIris'ons, additions of new subdivisions., and new topics
added ander existing sabdivisions. The material in all
three pasts of this publication, with a few exceptions,
pr.zed ander specific headings or references the

4

Sixth Edition. the material in Subject Headings wigs
Local Subdirisionlas been integrated' into the list of
subject headings by the inseirton of ;Direct) or ./11,
direct) following specific .headings, and by the inclu-

sion of part ,C;, with a change in caption, following
"..Ls introduction. Material in both rista :s maintained
on `t. current basis by the inclusion of additions and

claws in the cumulative supplements of subject'
headings..

Lists of Headingain Special Melds

;

The Library has published two lists which consist of
headings in particular fields of knowledge : Literature
Subject Headings and Language Subject Beading,
-(5th ed., .1926)1' and Mario Subject Headings (1952).1

Development and Editorial Wort

t
.:rigs has been the responsibility of members of the SubJect Catalogers Section. The work of rat a:rite:ming and
anticipation
integrating the many records 'involved

of the puhiication of this edition and its supplements

has performed by the Editor of Subject Headings,
Marguerite V. Qiattlebaum, and the .natant Editor,
Marie M. alma Mrs. Quattlebaam is to be credited
with the:sotual editing. Joeeph S. Allen, Helea E.
Bosh, and?Kathleen E. afford assisted in the prepare-

tian oftoPY and in Prontruding

Many officers of the Library and of the Government
Pr.nr:n,g Office have x.
in 'plena:mg the de.
Agri and prodaction of . Sixth Edition. The general

direction of the work I. been the responsibility of
the principal administrative callcers Of the Subject
Cataloging Division., David.). Haykin, Specialist in
Subject Cataloging and Classification, was Chief of the
E. La Montague,
Division until October 1952.'

Amastant Chief and Principal atalogu, served as
Acting Chief from September 1966 to June 1957, the
'
final peziod of preparation.

Braun S. Airman,

'

Chief o f the Subject Clataleging Moisten.

Since the estAshment of the Subject Cataloging
vision in 1941, the development and revision of beadinseam:as. orfreemeittaetee cola

Joint W..Csoiror,
Director.ol the Processing Department.

a'

$
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Areas and Lpeilities Used as Direct Stbdivisions'
localities ere the psi
THE FOLLOWING
prate* ,-"mt ;regard
cipal exceptions to the,
.ndirect subdivision, therart always need directly after
the subject heading, e. y. EducationBavaria.; VilfseriesNova Scotia; Forest- reserves7-2dedn's
The Stales and Territories of thasUnits1 States; also
District of C,olutabia, New York (C'ity,), and
Washington, D. C.
The Provinces of Canada.
The States of Australia:
New South Weise; Queensland;

_

The Provinces of the Netherieds
Brabant, North; Drenthe; Fi.eslan d, Gelderland;
Groningen; Holland, North HolIROA,- South;
Limburg; Overijs*, Utrecht ;
l: visions of France: :
Ague AnAotimois Anjou., Aquitaine; Artois;
Anus; Auvergne; Barn;. Berry; )3ourbonnais

Brigasy; BgricundYi CathPagne; DauPhiixii
Yielders; Fair; Frenche- Comtd; Gascony; Guyerne; 'Ile de France; Languedoc; Limousin ;_Lor-,,
saute; Lyannais ; Maine; Marche; N events

South;

Tumania; Victosia; Western Australi

Orlianais; Perche; Picardy;

The States of German? :

Anhalt ; Baden; Bavaria; Bremen;Agniesictrici-'
Hamburg; New Lippe; Lubeck; IfeAtenliatfg;
Oldenburg; Pruseda; Saxcmy ; Schema
Thuringia; WOrttemberg.

The Provinces of Pro**
,s`
Brandenburg; Grerodnark Posen -Was' sus
Hanover, Hasse-A'assa.u, Hohensallein;, Pomerania; Prussia, East; Rhine Province; -Ssicinin;-"Schleswig Holstein, Silesia, Lower; S1Ieeta.,
Upper; Westphalia.
The Administrative Districts (Regierungsberirk ) of
Bavaria:

Bavaria, Lower; Bavaria, Upper; Fryricolkiar
Lower; Franconia, Middle; FAaneonia, Vpper.),
Palatinatei Palatinate, Upper, Swabia._
The Provinces, etc. of Austria :

Austria, Lower, Austria, Upper; Burgenland,
Carinthia; Salzburg; Styria; Tyrol; Vorarlberg.

Gar

3?rsten551 Roussillon ; Saintotge ; Savoy;
Toiraina; Valois; also Corsica.

Isivisicai

pulls ; ahibriei Campania;
mjli; Latium; Lig' aria -; Lombardy; Lamle;
Marchre;, Piedmont; Sardinia; Sicily; Tuscany;
'Umbria ; Veneto; Venezia 'Giulia; Venezia Tri-

Aitfodh4nous and Constituent Republics of the
. S. S. R.t.e. g. }Bashkiria, Ukraine,

Subdivision of subject headings is al

direct to

"areas,which in the course of their history, ye former
put of more than one state; also to ecclesiastical juria
dictions4provirices, irchTioceses, 1toceses, el.) which
--419!Inte:fittl Wholly within; Or are not identified with,
r..e pel+,_,_._,II;uisdiatioti,_and to many bodies of water,
mourdtbkranges,.islands,

a Rtni,

THE FOLLOWING subdivisions, with variations
under some heed:ngs, are used in the 14rary of Con grew =Wogs tinder any sithlget heading as requirysd.
Addresses, essays, lectures.

Ita1 0

,

.

general tat-pryAt', in collections Wane or more
authors 3ealIng,,wit41
aspecta or branches
of asnbject. The subdivision is not,usid nor work&
to whiat the term "essay" is applied but ivliich are

For addresses, essays, or lectures, whether issued

in fat ediciprehatatia treatises en a subject. or s

sinly and dealipg with the subject es a whole in

braich 9f Csjibject.

0

1,

4,

Congresses.

Bibliography.
Bio-bibliography.
Collected works:

Dictionaries.
Directories.
Exhibitions.
Handbooks, manuals, etc.
History.
Indexes.
Outlines, syllabi, etc..
Confined to syllabi and outlines in the strict sense
of thee' e terms. Does not include treatises to which
the terms "compends, "manuals," or "handbooks"

Ordinarily for works of one author. In certain
;

uses, especially under scientific and technical subTeets, the subdivision Collected works covers works

by one or more authors, e. g. ScienceCollected
works.
Collections.

Ordmanly to cover collections of works ty differ
env authors. In certain cases, however, especially
the sub.
under scientific and technical
_Workaoteither
division Collected works is sited
one or more authors in order
aid conflict with
headings for works on coil or of objects, such

as Arms and armorCollections; Autographs
Collections.

,

-

.

are apps.

.
Periodical&
Societies, etc.
Statistics.
Study and teaching.
Yearbooks.

41

Abbreviations
nit FOLLOWING subdivisions are abbreviated on
Library of Congress cards:
Antiq."
AntiquitiesBibl.

Bio-bibliography----- Bio-bibl.
Boundaries_
Commerce-

Biog.Bound.

Comm.
Descr.
Descr. &-tray.
Descriptiorrand
-Dieticararies and encyclopedias___ Diet. elicyc.

Direct.

Diseckrery indixplorstion_. Disc. & explor.
Econ. condit.

Emigration taxi inucusrstion----, Emig. & ;ffdr-e.

ramie

For. reL

Genealogy

Genesi.

History
History and
Industries_
-.:
ManufacturesPeriodicals
Politics and -government
Sanitary
-Social conditions_
Social life and customs

_Mend.
Period.
. PoL & gOvt.

Sanit. affairs
Soc. cendit.
cost.
eifet

"

The abbreviations Gt. Brit.. and II. S. ire used both'
as main headings and in subdivisions. *the; how
ever4ls abbreviated when it stands alone without subdlfisson and Gieat Britain is not abbraria 'in phrase
heading's, g. Jews in great Britain;.

.

4

t'

Inst. & crit:
Indus.

7-.Psevions Editions of the Subject:Heading Itist
Subject Headings .Used in the Dictionary Catalogs of the LT rary of Congress.

WiEhi2geon,Government Printing Ofilca.

1st edition
2d edition
ad edition
4th edit:inn
5th

1910-1914 2 vol. 1088 p.
1919
9 pi". 1315 p.

1948

.4?

1 vol. 1535 a
2 vol. .2T43 p.
1 vol. 1204 p.

r
or
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Introduction;

tA

/?

,
v

gress list of subject headings contains, with the
exceptions noted below, the headings established
and a6'phed by the Library from 1897 through
June 1.964. Subsequent additions to and changes
in these headings will be found in the supplement
for July 1964-becember 1965 and in monthly and.
corquiative supplements beginning with January

of contilifed heads, except m odd to even pages,
have/made it possible, despite the large increase
In cOnten to Keep the edition in one volume;.2)
like thohe in the supplements
the see
,\ rences,
..
, are In general..Drinted in single
sin
rather tnan
than in paragraph4; 3) periods have
omitted' after main headings, subdiVisions,

1968.

*as references but have been retained

Method of Productida

headingS, class numbers, land scope notes and'in
abbreviations; 4) the shorter standard dash of the
photocotviposing machine 'd is used.

Recent develonments in printing technology
have made it poSsible to produce the,present vol-

ume by using alutomated techniques. Copy for
wall converted to machine-readable
'form at the Government Printilg Office. Format

Categories of He dings Omitted

codes for each item, were assigned by the keyboard

,
.

operator, and the locatornumbers for each lino_
were generated automatically by a computer.

printed cards. Following is alist of the principal,
categories of such headings:
at Lincoln, Napoleon,
1. Persona, except
Shakespeare, Richard agner, and Washington
are included in order to Show by example the sub-

the text as it appears here. This volume was

the precedingparagraph. A computer program
meries eachimonthisedditions and revisions with

the tape for the preceding issue to produce the
monthly
ulated supplement.. When the supplement to July 1964-Dgcembei 1965 has been
.converted machine-readable form the basis will

The present edition, liki its predecessors, omits

many headings used on Library of Congreiis

The tape resulting from thetsjs operations was then
fed,,through a photociromposing machine to produce

printed on the Government Printing Office's highspeed-offset presses. ,
Since January 1966 the supplements have been
printed by the automated techniques described in

,'

Format. This edition fotlo the format .of the
sixVi edititin with four excep ow: 1) the increase
and the omission
in the n caber of lines pef p

THE SEVENTH EDITION of the Library of Con-

divisions whicli may be used under name's of prom-

. inent individuals, particalarly statesnien, men of
. letters, and -musicians.
,
2. Family names.
3. Corporate bodies, including governments and
their agencies, societies, institutions, and &ins.
4. Places and regions, except when they forsan
integral part of other headings, when subdivisions

under them must be shown, as in the case of
periods or when the scope of such a
histori

have ilken 3 d for automatic production of a single

cumulated !supplement to the seventh edition of
the list and in dice course for production of the

headhnt; indicated id a scope note.
latifatural features such as bays, capes, deserts,
mountains, rivers, volcan s.
6. Structures such as aq educts, bridges,

eighth edi on by the same means. Elimination
of repetiti a composition and proofreading operations affo ed by these techniques is expected to

result in more rapid production of future major

.

canals, dams, reservoirs, buil 'ngs, castles, hiatoric hotisesrlighthonses; powe9 plants,

cumulatiens and 'new edithilis of the list.
rn

gn.

-91qualified by. a -te rl indicating the specific discieitetropolitan areas; parkways,,roads, squares,
pline to show the distinction; 'e.g.

streets; cemeteries:
8. Ships.

Diesel motor (TJ795)
Norwegian language (PD2572-2699)
hellfish (Cookery, TX753; Public health,

9. Parks, forests and forest reserves, wildlife

refuges.
10. Systematic names of families, genera; and
species in botany and zoology; references from
scientific to popula/names.
1L Chemical compounds.
12. Most religious bodies.
13. Most sacred books, anonymous religious
classics, and special prayers.
14. Gods and goddesses; mythological characters.,
It should be noted that headings from any of these
categories of names may appear in the list if they
are used as examples cited under a subject.
ti

Headings, References, Entrieg

,The choice and form of the headings and references in the list have been guided for many years
ciples and practices set forth by David
by the
Judson aykin, Chief of the Subject Cataloging
1940 to 1962, in his Subject HeadDivision
ings: a Practical Guide (Washington, Government

RA602.S2; Shellfish as food, T7f387; Zool09Y, QL401-445)

Class numbers are added 'only when there is a

close correSpondence between the subjllet heading

and the provisions of the Library of Congress
classification sch6d les. Since these, as well as
the subjilet heading'liat, are suiteet to continuous
revision, the 'class numbers in the list should not
be used without verification in the latest editions
of the schedules and their supplements.

Scope notes. Scope notes are provided when
'needed to ensure consistency of subject usage by
specifying the range of subject matter to which a
heading is applied in the Libriry's catalogs, by
drawing necessary distinctions between related
headings, or b9' stating which of several meanings

of a term is the one to which its use in the Library's catalogs is limited. These motes eppear in
the- list immediately following the headings with

which ,t)iey are used. A typical example may
be found under the heading Civil service.

Printing Office, 1961).

A typical entry `consists of the main heading in
boldface type, e.g. Alphabet, Life on other planets,
Nuclear physics, followed, in lightface roman, by

Subdivisions of Headings

Main headings may be

reference tracings, subdivisions, and $ther indications affecting its use in the system. Below the
heading is listed the record of the cars references
associated with the heading; ea (see also) if the

lowing the cross references. Subdivilions of general application-often called form. subdivisions are listed at the end of this introduction. They
may be used under any heading.
Periciel subdivision. Period sitidiviiions for
countries are given. under the subdivision History,
except when they are coextensive with the reign
of an individual ruler. They are omitted from the

abbreviation preceding the refeilecei to be ilit
to headings for related and subordinate
-...

viderrby several kinds

of subdivisiorth. Those found appropriate to a
plain heading are listed under that heading, fol:,

are td be
r (see from). designates references that are
made to the heading from expressions not used
as headings, that are in general synonYinoils with,
or alternative forms of,,the heading; zz (see also
fromi is a record of the headings from which fa
references are to be madd to the heading. Each

list under thffbdivisions Foreign relations and

of the tracings in the reference block appears
also in the list in its alphabetical position, the
as and se's as headings, the z's in the following
form. Labor-unions See Trade-unions; Physics,

P4ohtic, aid government, since they largely correspond to those for History. Period subdivisions
under other subdivisions, e.g. Description and

travel and Eionomic conditions, have not been
incorporated in the list for considerations of space.

Nuclear See Nuclear physics.
Class numbers.. Many of the headings are followed by Librilry of Congress class numbers which
generally represent the most common aspect of a`
subject. If several aspects of a subject are
covered by different class numbers, the latter are

Period subdivision* are also used to mark significant dates in 'the evolution of the literature of
a subject, e.g. Philosophy, French-18th cent., or
arbitrarily to divide a large file by date of publication, e.g. Aeronautics-Early works to 1900.
ry
fc

0°4

Dr;
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however, a subordinate locality such as a

Local subdivision. Many subject headings may
be subdivided by the name of a country or other

county or city in any of these_countries is to be

political entity, region, or geographic feature.
namedthe name of -thiiountry is interpoised
Headints for subjects that lend themselves; to --between the subject heading and,..the place name,
treatment by such limitatiOna are followed by one
as in the normal pattern for indirect subdivision,
of two designations, (Direct) or (Indirect). The.
former indicates that the local subdivision follows
directly after the subject heading, e.g.

e.g.

AgricultureUkraine
Agriculture R wilds Kiev (Province)

EducationSiberia
Education Russia Irkutsk (City)

Banks and bankingU.S.
Banks and bankingOhio
Banks and bankingCleveland

Music BaVaria

MusicGermanyMunich

The designation (Indirect) indicates in general
that the name of the relevant country is to be
interposed between the subject heading and the

Names of regions and of geographiCal features,

if they are 'wholly contained within a country,
state, or province, are treated in the same manner,

name of any subordinate political, administrative

e.g.

or geographical division within a country, e.g.,

Geology 7alifornia San Bernardino

Agricylture Chile Patuende Valley
' Music Switzerland Ziirich

Mountains
but
GeologyRocky Mountains
Geology Russia yolga Valley
but

To this normal pattern for indirect subdivision
therq are, however, several exceptions: the names
of certain cities, states, provinces, divisions, etc.,
and of certain categorie, of politic and geographic entities Ire always used directly after the
subject heading. A list of these names and cate-

Geology:. Alps

Geology Austialia Gippsland
(not GeologyVictoria, AustraliaGipps-,
land)

gories is given' at the end of this introduction.
Some of the moat commonly encountered examtiles of these exceptions follow:

"Indirect" headings for which subdivision by
city is not used. Many headings subdivided indirectly are also used as subject subdivisions under
names of cities. In these instances subdivision of

_

1. United States, Canada, Great Britain. The
names of the states, provinces, territorids, and
constituent countries are always used directly

after the subject heading/

the headig by city is not used, but instead the
name of the city is subdivided by subject, e.g.

d the names of

counties, cities, and other su rdinate units, if
required, as furthq SUbdiViS1

,

Mask IllinoisChicago
.
EducationOntarioHuron Co.
SportsEnglandLondon
Certain other countries and states. The

buf

states, provinces, and major divisions of the fol-

Los Angeles- .F ires and fire prevention

lowing are named directly after the subject

(not Fire preventionCaliforniaLos

heading:

Angeles).

Australia
Austria
Bavaria (Regierungsbezirke)

If a subject heading is to be used in this manner,
the fatt is indicated in each case by a. reference
in the following form: "also subdivision . . . under

France (Old provinces)
Germany
Germany (Federal,Republic,1949- )
Italy (Regions)

names of cities, e.g. .

.

."

Order of precedence' o( local subdivi
both loCal subdivision and subject or orm SU
division are to be applied in catalogin a work, th
order of subdivisions is air follows: 1) when th
words (Direct) or (indirect) follow th main he
ing but not the subdivision, the geogr
nam

Netherland*\
Prussia
USSR
V

Qt.

.

Libraries Illinois LaSalle Co.
but
Chicago Libraries
(not LibrariesIllinoisChicago)
Fire prrention7 California

, e.g.

,

2.

,

to w

.93is interposed between the main heading.aiad the

(-Persons

Construction ind

Finance
onstruction

(Direct)

1

-Poland-Finance

2) when the words, (Direct) or (Indirecr0 following

the subject subdiVoion indicate that It can be

Construction industry (Direct)
-Law and legislation ,(Direct)

the publica#un of this edition and its supplements

Construction industry- Finance
See also
Construction, industry- [local subdivision] 'Finance)
Examples of ilubdivision patterns. In order to
show lry example the complete set of s
'visions
appropriate to headings in certain ca
ries, all
of the iuhth ons for selected headi
have
the
been included
the list in order to indi

was performed by or under the supervision of
Marguerite V. Quatilebauln, Editor of Subject
'Headings until August 1964 and since that date
Head of the Editorial Section. Mrs. Quattlebaum
edited and prepared the finitl copy, and Joseph S.
Allen, Editor of Subject Headings since August

1964, and Marie M.. Glass, Msistant Editor,

assisted in the proofreading.
Of the many me be'rs of the staff of the Goverz
went Printing ;ice who collaborated with t
Library in planning the design and production at
the seventh edition, the following desbrve special
recagnition: John Boyle, Special Assistant to the
Production Manliger for Electronic Printing;

subdivisions w 'eh may be used, as required,
under other headings in the respective category:
Headings

Countries

United States

Fininders of religions

Jesits`Chrise:

Languages; Literatures

English

&tones' tic

orders

and religious

I

Edward F. Mullin, Digital Congiuter Systems

Analyst; and Elmo Wood, Assistant Foreman of 10.
the Electronic Printing Production Unit..

Catholic Church
Church of England
Lutheran Church

Harvard University

European Wier, 1914-1918

Since 1941, following the establishment of the
Subject Cataloging DiVision, the development
and revision of headings have been the responsibility of the members of the Subject Catalogers,
Section. The work of maintaining and integrating the many records involved in anticipation of

- When a main heading is 'first divided by place and
then by subject, a see also reference is made in
the Library of Congress catalogs, e.g.

Colleges and universities

Wars

Acknowledgments

Construction 4 industry-taw and legislation- Poland

Christian denominations'

Bible

World War, 1939-1

at the end, b.g.

U.S. Army
U.S. Navy

Sir.red books

U.S. - Hist. - Revolution

divided by place, the local subdivision is placed

Categories
Armies and navies

Lincoln
Napoleon

' ,
Shakespeare
Richard Wagner
Washington,

subdivision, e.g.

The general direction of the work which has
resulted in publication of this edition has been,the
responsibility of the Chief and the other principal

administrative (Akers of the Library'.s Subject
Cataloging Division, Robert R. Holmes, Assistant
Chief, and Charles C: Bead, PrinciRal Catilloger.
Richard S. Angell
Chief of the Subject Cataloging Division

Jesuits

John W. Cronin
Director of the Processing Department

VI
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Names of Political and Geographic Entities
Used Directly After Subject Headings
categories 'of
THE FOLLOWING names
names are used4.directly afteratbject headingi,

Prussia
USSR

when local sub<livisiOn is appropriate, eve0 though

the heading may be designated for indirect subdivision. Use of the names is illustrated in the
section above on Subdivisions of Headints.

The States of the United States; also District of
Colupibis, New York (City), and Washington;
D.C.

The Provinces of Canada
The constituent countries of Great Britain
The states, provinces, and major divisions a the
following:

Australia
Austria
Bavaria (Regierungsbezirke)

g

I.

France (Old provinces)
Germany
Germany (Federal Republic, 1949- )
Italy. (Regions)

Netherlands

j

Historic kingdoms and principalities,' e.g. Naples
(Kingdom); Sirdinia (Kingdom)
Mediatized states, e.g. Flirstenberg (Principality);
Wertheim (Grafschaft)

Areas which in the course of their history have
been under the jurisdiCtion of more than one

sovereignty or which hive had a separate

political existence, e.g. Banat; Danzig
Ecclesiastical ..kurisclictions provinces, archdioceses, dioceses, etc.) which do not fall wholly
within ohe political jurisdiction

Physiographic regions *hick do not fall wholly
within, or are not identified with, one political
jurisdiction, such as certain bodies of water,
mountain ranges,and islands
Certain laige geographic, areas within countries,
e.g. Brazil, Northeast; Italy,

Siteria

Subdivisions of General Application
THE FOLLOWING subdivisions, with variations

tain cases, especially under scientific and

under some headings; are used in the Library

technical headings, the subdivision Collected
works is used for works by one 531. more authorn, e.g. ScienceCollected works.'

of Congress catalogs wider any subject heading
as, required:

Abstracts
Addresses, essays, lecteres

For addresses, _essays, or lectures, whether
issued singly and dealing with the subject as
a whole in general terms, or in collections by

one or more authors dealing with various
aspects or branches of a subject.

Bibliography
Bio-bibliogriphy
Case studies
,
works

marily for works of one author. In cer-

'

Collections
.

Ordinarily for pUblications containing wtirks
by different authors. in cenlain cases, how-4
ever, especially ander qcientilic an4 technical

headings,. the subdivision Collected works
is used for collections of works by either one
or several authors in order to avoid suggesting
a work on collectioni of objects.
Gongresses
Dictionaries
Directories
Exhibitions
Film Catalogs
1,

-95Outlines, syllabi, etc.
Periodicals
Societies, etc.
Statistics
Study and teaching
Yearbooks

Handbooks, manual's, etc.
History
For all works except those dealing with literstitre and music, for which History and criticism is used.
Indexes

Abbreviations

O

History
History and criticism

THE FOLLOWING subdivisions are abbreviated
on Library of Congress cards:
Antiquities
Bibliography
Bio-bibliography
Biography
Boundaries

Industries
Manufactures

Antiq.
Bibl.

Biog.
Bound.
Comm.
Commerce
Descr.
Descriptioti
Descr. & tray.
Description and travel
Dictionaries and encyclope- Diet. & encyc.
dias.
Direct.
Directories
Discovery and exploration Di4c. & explor.
Econ. condit.
Economic ctinditions
Ertugratioi and immigra- Eztrig. &
tion.
For. rel.
Foreign relations
Geneal.
Genealogy

Periodicals
Politics and government

Hist.
Hist. & crit.
Indus.
Manuf.
Period.
Pol. & govt.

Sanitary affairs

Saint. affairs

Social conditions
Social life and customs

Soc. condit.
Soc. life & emit.

Statistics

Stat.

,

The abbreviations Gt. Brit. and U.S. are used
both as main headings and in subdivisions. How-

hen it

ever, United States is not abbrevia

stands alone and when it occurs at the beginning of
a phrase heading, e.g. United States in literature.

,

Great Britain is, not abbreviated when it stands
alone and when it is used anywhere in a phrase
heading, e.g. Socialism in Great Britain.

.

Pievious Editions of the Subject Heading List
Subject Headings Used in the Dictionary Catalogs of the Library of Congress.
Washington, Government Printing Office.
1910-1914 2 vol.

1st edition
2d edition'
3d edition
4th edition
5th edition
66h edition.

1919
1928
1943
1948
1957

1088 p.

9 pts. 1315 p.
1 vol. 1535 p.
2 vol. 2743 p.
1. vol. 1204 p.
1 vol. 1357 p.

a
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Preface
a

program was thou run against .the data base to change the
instruction (Direct) to (Indirect) in order to make the list
conform to a pojicy change made a few yeirs previouily
The program also removed free-floating subdivisions if 'he
subdivisions did not contain a cross-reference' structure.

ID the spnng of 1979 it was deterrinned that funds
would be available So print a ninth edition of Library of
Congress Subject Headings if the data could be prepared
for publication-quickly. However, deadlines could.be met
only by limiting the coverage of the ninth edition to those

The data base was further piocessed by the Automated
Systems Office to produce an intenm magnetic tape and

headings existing through December 1978 and by omitting
the lists of subdivisions that hid been printed in the introduction to the eighth edition. The cutoff date '97as accepted
with regret that many desirable changes could not, there-

then by the Cataloging Distnbution Service' produce the
dianegauves from which the pnnting plates r this publication were produced.
This ninth edition of LCSH represents the fullest capacity of the existing automated system for subject headings:

fore, be introduced, but with pleasure that, for the'first
time in thirty years, a new edition would be available
wit i five years of the appearance of a previous idition.
mission of the lists_ of subdivisions was acceptable
the reprint of the eighth edition introduction will
to be sold by the Cataloging Distribution Service
conti
unt 4. h time as another publication makes' it obsolete.
master data base of subject headings through 1978
prepared by the stiff of the Subject Headings Editorial
/W,
con and edited for this edition by Laurence Smelser,
Mary Lou Miller, and Bonnie Novack under the direction

to produce a new pnnted publication quickly on short

beta

notice. It is hoped that the 'next editiOn will be produced

under a greatly expanded system with the capacity to
facilitate massive and,complex change in subject hcadings.
Our appreciation is extended to the staffs of the Subject
- Cataloging, Division, the Automated Systems Office, and
the Cataloging Distribution Service for making this ninth
edition a reality.

of Saul Snydet, editor of subject headings. A computer

JOSEPH H. HOWARD

Assistant Librarian
ices
for Processin.

I

MARY K. D. PIETRIS

Chief, Subject Cataloging Division

Ll
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I

Introduction
I

When the computer program processed the list to re-

SCOPE AND COVERAGE

move free-floating subdivisions, s/me complications in the
system caused some free-floaters to be inexplicably over-

The ninth edition of Library of Congress Subject Head -t
ings contains the headings established and applied by the
Library through December 1978,, with some exceptions
noted below. Subsequent additions to and changes in these
headings have been published in the supplements, starting
with 1979, issued quarterly, and cumulating into annual

looked, while others were removed with surprising consequences. One unexpected result was the accidental removal of the last subdivision, if not associated with crossreferences, under non-topical headings. If these subdivisions removed involve time periods, they will be reinstated

volumes.
Like its predecessors, the list continues to be an accumu-

in future supplements when found. -In some cases subdivisions may have been removed from model headings.

lation of subject headings establislid and applied by 'the
Library of Congress since 1897. As Richard S. Angell'
wrote in tbe introduction to the sixth edition,
The iisf is the product of evolutionary forces, among

Subject Headings Omitted (aim the List
To conserve space, certain categories of headings found
in LC cataloging records were omitted by editorial policy
from Library of Congress Subject Headings (see p. viii of

their the growth of the Library's collections, semantic
Change. and varying theories of subject heading prac-

tice over the years. As a consequence the list is, at
any point in time, an accurate reflection of practice
but not a complete embodiment of theory.
In the yearksince that statement was written, the list has
become a 4ess accurate reflection of practice, with sqme
headings and subdivisions remain! g in the list in conr easiet, to announce
tradiction to current riolictes. It
a change in policy than to, cradicate every example of an

the eighth edition). However, because orate value in
having a standard list of threw so-called "nonprint" headings readily available to all cataldgers using LCssubject
headings, this policy was amended. Commencing_in January 1976, most of these headings wekincluded along with
the other het:141gs regularly listed. Only those headings
established for works being cataloged currently are In-

uticed

cluded; no efah is made to include retroactively those
headings previously established, unless an existing older
heading is involved in the reference structure of "a new

adoption of indirect local slibdivisiori has been implemented with the substitution of the instruction (Indirect)

heading. As a result, a remarkable unevenness of coverage
will be apparent in the list, with uncommon names prinked

obsolete practice in the list.)
Two major changes were made by computer pr
the contents of this edition. First, the previously a

am to

while well:known but previously established names are
not included.

for (Direct). The rules for dividing by place indirectly are
given below. Second, many free-floating form and topical
subdivisions were removed from the list under specific
subjects if no cross-references to the subdivisions were involved. "Free.floating subdivisions" are thoie that cata-

Categories of Former Nonprint Headings Now Included
Sacred books.
Names of families, dynasties, royal houses
Gods, legendaIy and fictitious characters.
Geographic regions ana features, city sectiorte,'
5. Archaeological sites, ancient cities; empires.
6. Structures, buildings, roads, parks and reserves,
squares, etc.
7. Works of art.

logers may-use as appropriate without the usage being

1.

2.
3.
4.

specifically authorized in the list. These subdivisions, how-

ever, may have limited application and may be assigned
only under limited categories of headings in specifically
defined situations. These free-floating subdivisions are
listed in the introduction to the eighth edition and were
amended in the 1977 supplement to LCSH and in issues
of Cataloging Service Bulletin.
vii

f
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9.

(1) keyboard. instruments, (2) wind instruments, (3)

Biological names.
Chemicals.

plectra] instruments, (4) percussion and other instruments,

(5) bowed stringed instruments, (6) unspecified instruments, and (7) continuo. The instruments in each category

Categories of Readings Still Omitted
1.

are given in alphabetical order with the 4,xception of
bowed stringed instruments, which are given in score

Most author- headings, including an1nymous classics
in general, motion pictures, radio anci, television

orders, e.g., Octets '(Piano, clarinet, flute, oboe, percussion,

violin, viola, violoncello); Octets (Piano, clarinet, flute,
guitar, mandolin, accordion, percussion, double bass);

programs, etc. However, ome persona l and cor2.

3.

nmarily for illustraporate headings are includ
tion.
Individually named art collections based on a personal
naive.
Regions of cities and metropolitan areas.

Quartets (Flute, violin, viola, continuo)
In headings for duets, the order of instruments prescribed
above is not always followed. When one of the instruments
is chordal (usually a keyboard instrument) or serves as an
accompaniment for the other, it is given in second position,
e.g., Violin and piano music; Violin ancrharp musk; Hirp

and piano mask; ,Piano and organ music. For each duet

Music Headings

heading, The main list may be consulted since a see reference is always made from the alternate possibility.

Although a large number of existing music headings
have been printed' in the LC list of subject headings, in
the future, when specific cross-references are not needed,

, When two or more of an instrument are needed for
performance, the arabic number is now placed after the
name of the instrument and enclosed by parentheses, e.g.,
Sonatas (Pianos (2),, 8. hands); Violins (2) with string
orchestra; Trios (Piano, unspecified instruments (2)).

LC will not be printing headings with qualifiers_specifying

instruments or vocal parts when the main heading has a
general scope note, with or without a general, see also
reference. These headings are:
Headings for instrumental chamber music not entered

Other Omissions from This Edition

under musical form
Trios'. Quartets, Quintets, tie.
Brass trios, etc.
String trim, etc.
Wind trios, etc.
Woodwind trios, etc.

order to prepare this edition of LCSH quickly, it has
.

Headings for musical forms that take qualifiers for instrumental medium

mentary "Referencet Omitted from the Printed List:' from

Canons. fugues, etc.
Chacounes
Chorale preludes
Marches
Minuets
Monologues with music
Overtures
Passacaglias
Polkas
Polonaises

the 1974-76 supplement could not. be included in this
edition.

later supplement.

The two lists of subdivisions upder place names, they
first' for regions, countries,,States, metropolitan areas and
city regions, etc., and the second for cities have also been
'omitted. An up-to-date and comprehensive list is planned
for inclusion in the 1979 annual supplement.
Finally, the list of "Most Commonly Used Subdivisions"
could not be included. It is hoped to bring that list under
automated control so that a revised edition may be issued
soon-

doe

inobologues witl)music

S
toe

Sy phook poems

Sy phonies
64^

T

nabs

V
%Val

atoning Chortise' s,
number of vocal parts
Soap and Sacred so
in; medium.

,

The listing "Headings Serving as Patterns for Sets of
Subdivisions" from the eighth edition was updated in the
1977 supplement to LCSH. The list Was not reproduced
here but will be included, with additional revision, in a

iris

P

b en necessary to omit several features that ni'ade the
introduction to the eighh edition so useful.
The listing_of "Standard Reference Patterns for Nonprint Headings"- from the eighth edition and its supple-

creel: and Choruses, Secular, qualified by
accompanying medium.
qualified by voice range,and accompany.

COMPONENTS .OF ENTRIES

The process of elinn ating from the list those headings
given in thesategqnes bove was begun in the mid 1970s
incorrect headings remain in the
but some unnecessary
list because of lack of ti' e,tolprocess the corrections.
The decision not to rim all headings nth qualifiers
specifying instruments isbased on the fact that the order
of instruments listed . in ctiaalifiers has now been firmly
established and an appro nate heading can be formulatbd
as needed by following th sequence of instruments given.

Main headings are listed in boldface type, e.g., Alphabet, Life on other planets,,Nuclear physics. A heading,may

be followed in italics by the code (Indirect), which
shows that the heading may be subdividerBsy place, the
rules for which are described under "Lhcal subdivision"
below, and by class numbers. Scope notes dial give guidance in the meaning or application of a heading may
follow in a separlte paragraph. References associated with
viii
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-101 unions see Trade-unions. Under the heading referred to
the notation x indicates that the see reference is made.
See references are not necessarily statements of equivalence; they simply indicate to catalogers and catalog users
that a particular woad or concept does not have a separate
file but is entered under another.heading.
See' references are made from synonyms variant spellings, variant forms of expression, and alto tive construcdings consisting of more than one
tion t of headings.
word frequently have see references from the .words
not chosen as the entry element. See references are not

the heading then are listed in groups, followed by subdivisions of the subject heading, which may have any or
all of the above-named elements.
Class Numbers

Many of the headings are followed by Library of Congress class numbers that generally represent the most coin -,mon aspect of a subject. If several aspects of.a subject are
covered by different class numbers, the latter. are qualified

by a term indicating the specific discipline to show

normally made in this list from abbieviationi, nor are

the

they made from foreign-langtiage equivalents. Others may
wish to make these references if they seem to be useful.;

distinction, e.g::
Diesel motor

(T.1795)

Nome= lantuste (PD2571-2699)
Shellfish (Cookery, TX75.1; Public health. RA602.S2:
Shellfish allood. TX387; Zoology, QIAOJ -445)

See Also References

See also references link two terms that are both used
as subject headings. Under a subject heading in this list,
see also references are preceded by the.code sa. The code
xx precedes headings from which a see also reference is

'Class numbers are added only why there is a close correspondence between the subject heading and the provisions of the Library of .Congress classification schedules.
Since these, as well as the subject heading list, are subject
to continuous revision, the classnumbers in the list should,

made.

See also 'references are made from broader to more

not be used without verification in the latest editions of

specific headings, and between related headings. Normally,

the schedules and their supplements.

a heading is related to one immediately next to it in the
subject heading hierarchy. Since t.,e referenced headings
are linked in turn to other headings, references for distant
relationships are not currently made.
In this list,the current policy is to prefer'to make ee also
references instead of see references. An example t this
policy is thatif a see reference begins with.the sam tern
as a see also reference which is requirid for hierarchy
purposes, the see reference is omitted. For example:

Scope Notes
.

Scope notes are provided when needed to ensure consistency of subject usage by specifying the range of subject

rhatter to which a hepding is applied in the Library's
catalogs, by drawing necessary distinctions between related

headings, or by stating which of several meanings of a
term is the one to which its use in the Library's catalogs
is limited. These notes appear in the HSI immediately folldng the headings with which they are used. A typical

Exterior lighting
xx Lighting

example may be' found under the_ headin Civil service.

is made

instead of

REFERENCES

Exterior lighting
x Lighting, Exterior

Two kinds of cross-references are made: see references,
which refer from terms not used to the headings used, and
see also references, which refer from a heading to more
specific or related, headings.
For the sake of economy in publishing these two
volumes, some references may not have been included,
although- they are desirable and may have.* n made for

For those libraries that provide only see references in their
catalogs, it may be advantageous' to review the crossreference structure of headings carefully to determine
whether additional see references should be created.,
For economy in the printed list, see also references are
not made when the narrower term begins with the same
term as the broader heading. In addition, when a number

the Library of Congress catalogs. Oilier libraries are endouraged to be generous and imaginative in the addition
to their Card catalogs of useful references not present in
LCSH. Since this list represents only a portion of authorized headings and references, it is expected that others will
use the referenCes listed as a starting point, not as the only

of more specific terms all begin with the same word, a
general see also reference is made instead of numerous
individual references, e.g.:

acceptable references.

Chemistry
sa headings beginning with the word Chemical

See References

Also, in many cases a general sec also reference is made

to suggest the types of headings that should also be

See references are made from terms not used to terms
used. See references appear in the list in the form: Labor

sought, e.g.:

ix

1u
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Dog breeds
sa names of specific breeds, e.g., Bloodhounds, Collies

,e

Form subdivisions are used to indicate the form tin
which the material on a subject is organized and presented

In these cases, it is expected that each library wilt make

(e.g., congresses, dinionaries, periodicals) and as s!ach
are added as the last element to any heading, after main

specific see also references to each individual breed of dog
-for which that library holds works. Such references have
been made for the Library of Congress catalosi.
Ordinarily, the making of see also referencetcreates a
hierarchical arrangement in

heading or subdivision. Form subdivisions represent what
a work is, rather than what it is about. Because form sub,
divisions are frequently of general application under any
topic, they are seldom included in the listing of subdivisions under ipecific main headings.

one should be led to broader terms.The folloWing example
illustrates this:

Period Subdivisions

which heddings become
more and more narrow. az tracking the terms following
the code sa one should be led to either more specific of
related leans. By tracking the terms following the code xx

Period subdivisions are used to. denote chronological

Acanthodes
Acanthodidae

sequences under countries or topical headings. Period sub-

divisions are also used to mark significant dates in the
evolution of the literature on a subjed, e.g., Philosophy,
French-18th century, or to divide arbitrarily a large fire
by date of publication,' e.g., AeronauticsEarly works to
1900; Mathematics-1961-t.

Acanthodlds
sa Acahthodes
xx Acanthedii
Acanthodii
sa Acanthodidae
xx Fishes, Fossil

t

s.

'Local Subdivisions

By following the ;a (see also to) references, it is apparent
thitt the most narrow licadingti Acanthodes. By following
(hi xx (see also from) tracings, it is equally apparent that
the broadest heading is Fishes, Fossil.
For the purpose of instructing nonlibrarians in the use
of LCSH, the use of the codes may be stated as follows!
sa = term is used, usually narrower or related
..z = term is not used
zx = term is used, usually broader or related

,

-

e
Subject hebdings and, subdivisions that may be subdivided by the name of a county or other political entity,
region, or geographic feature are identified in the list by
the designation (Indirect) following the lading and preceding class number, if any. The code (Iticlircct) denotes
that a. heading may be subdivided by place asording to
rules below. These rules have undergone ctinges since
the mid-1970s, so that earlier cataloging may not reflect
the policies stated below.

Basic Rule

SUBDIVISION PRACTICE
Main headings may be subdivided by four kinds of sub"
divisions, which are discussed separately below.

When subdividing locally by any country, or \by any
jurisdiction or region that does not lie wholly within any
single existing couhiry, the name of, that country or jurisdiction immediately follows the subject heading being
divided. Such jurisdictions or regions may include historic
kingdoms, empires, etc. or geographic features and, regions,

such .'as continents and other m9jor regions, bodies of
water, mountain ranges, etc.

Topical Subdons
Topical subdivisions are used under Main headings or
other subdivisiOn; to limit the Concept.expressed by the
heading to a special subtopic, e.g., InvalidsRecreation;
Loconiotives--Dynarnks.'llose topical subdivisions that
have been found appropriate for a main heading arc listed
under that heading following the cross-references. How.
ever, many subdivisions that occur with great frequency
are not printed under each heading.. Instead, these sub.
instructions for their application
divisions are listed w

in the separately a
edition.

ble introduction to the eighth

,

GeologyEurope
TransportadonGreat Lake's
AgricultureNile Valley
ElectionsFrinee
If the localstibchvolon is smaller than a country and
wholly contaieed within it, the name of the country is
Interposed between the topical heading and the name of
the local entity inclycling subordinate poltucal Junsdictioni
(e.g., provinces, counties, cities), historic kingdoms,,geographic featureS and regions, and islands;

AgricultureFranceRhone Valley

MusicSwitzerlandprich

a

c

an island group situated some distance from a land mass,
even if the group is not an independent nation, e.g:, Water-

Only two levels of geographic subdivision are authorized,
with the country usually: serving as the collecting level.
-

u\ry

et

ions to Interposing Co

.

1

.

Exceptions to
o

country art of
non smaller

.

-

supplyCanary IslandsTeneriffe.

.

dlt

.

Exceptions Involving Citiei
.

When coniposing /abject heading relating to a city, it

the rule of interposing the name of a
o types. In some case* a political jurisdie

is Particularly important'to, note the following
Some, headings designated (Indirect) ,may not be sub-"
divided bynames of sties. These headin are used Instead
as subject subdivisions under halhes of cities; that is, the
name of the city is subdivided by the subject., For each

country is used as the collecting level
are grouped. In other cases, no
under which
so that the locality follows
intervening term is Hite
the ,subject heading immediately, in effect, subdividing

subject beading that is to be, used in this manner, the

cGrectif

following reference is given in the' list: "also subdivision
. under names of cities." However, headings naming a
metropolitan area or a city region are not treated as cities
but as regions smaller than states. The folfowingssamples
show the conversion of a heading ,divided indirectly into
a subdivision under subject and the groper treatment of
fat
metropolitan areas and city regions:

For four countnesCanadag the United States, Great
Bntain, and the Soviet Union--the country name is not
used as, a collecting level. Instead, assign directly the
provinces of Canada, the states of the United States, the
constituent countries of Great Bntain, and the republics
of the Soviet Union. Do not subdivide through the head1.

ings for any of 'these four countries to bring out any

LlbrarAes:11finoiscCook County
Llbraries--IIttnois--Chicago metropolitan area
Libraries--1111nois--Chicago region

specific locality. Either interpose the province, state, constituent country.,.9prepublic, e.g.:

Music British Columbia--Vancouvet
SportsEnglandLondOn metropolitan area

BUY. Chicago Libraries.

NursingUkraineKiev (Province)

Fire preventionCalifornia
BIM Los AngelesFires gnd fire prevention

,t

Agriculture--California-L-San Joaquin Valley

or, irthe locality is larger than'any one oOthe provinces,
states, etc., divide the subject directly, e.g.:

Name Charige.r

When subdivididg locally, use the latest name of any
entity whose name has changed, regardless of the form of
the name used in the work cateloged, e.g.:

ZoologySiberia
GeologyRocky Mountains.
EducationSouthern States
2.

Title: The Banks of Leopoldville, Belgian Congo. 19,50.

Assign directly the names of regions (or the provinces,

1. Banks and bankingZaireKinshasa.

stales, etc., of Canada, the United States, Great Britain,
and the Soviet Union) that are wholly within a stogie
country if the first word of the region's name is the name
of the ountry, etc., et! lit
%Geo

Italy, Southern

GeologyBrazil, Northeast
Geology -- California, Southern
3.

assign directly the names of the following cities.

Bergn, New York, Washington, D.C.4and Jerusalem.

Exceptions Involving IslimAr

Territorial Changes

Subdivide locally only in accordance with the cur'igh
territorial sovereignties of existing nations, regardless of
the past territorial divisions described in the work. For
a region or jurisdiction that has existed under various
; sovereignties, interpose the ,nanie of the country now in
possession, as long as tlit region fir jurisdiction is located
wholly within that country, e.g.:
Tr

ti

Assign directly names of islands or groups of islands

: The Present Status of Education in Alsace. 19i0.

EducationFranceAlsace.

Alteration of the Entry during Indirect Subdivision

that are situated some' distance froA land massiX, even if

they do not represenkautonomous political units, e.g.,

When subdividing indirectly, if the geographic qualifier
of the subordinate entity is identical with the name of the
entity through which the smaller entity is subdivided, omit

Geologyarrnuda

Assign indirectly names of islands that lie close' to a
(usually within the territorial limits of a
large land
country) aerirre politically subdivisions of the country,

the geographic qualifier of the smaller entity to avoid

redundancy. Do not delete the qualifier when the qualifier
and the higher level area are not identical.

e.g., AgricultureItalySicily.

Assign indirectly the name of an individual island within
xi

4

-104gill River, Austria

defined as consisting of one or more letters or numerals
set off by spaces or marks of significant punctuation, such .
as the hyphen. Therefore, abbreviations, acronyms, and
initials withodt interior punctuation (e.g., Dr., ALGOL,
IBM) are filed as words. Initiali separated by punctuation
are filed as separate words at4he beginning of their alphabetic group. Modified letters, with diacritics such as the

BUT Straus nseasuzements--Austrin--Sill River
Amazonas, Brazil (State)

BUT TranepeetaiionBrazikAmazonas (State)
loroclin, Macedonia
BUT Stone ageYugoslavia--Porodin, Macedonia

umlaut, are treated like their plain equivalents in the
English alphabet

,
Os

Order of Precedence 0 Local Subdivision

/

C-coefficient
C.F. & I. clause
C.O.D. shipments
Ca Gabe Indians

If both local subdivision and topical or form subdivision
are to be applied, the order of subdivisions Is as follows:
(1) When the word (Indirect) follows the main heading,
the geographic name is interposed between the main heading and the subdivision, e.g.;

Case= Indians
CCPM test
Crystals
CTC system

Constructionsoccirstry (Indirect.)
Fur

Numbers that are expressed in digits, both arabic and
roman, precede alphabetic characters and are arranged in
increasing numeric value. Thus, it may be necessary to
look under more than one possible form to find a heading,

Construction isideetry Polan47-Finance

(2) When the word (Indirect) follows the subject
division, the local subdivision isylaced -at the en

b-

i.e., under numeric or alphabetic version. The shortest
period is filed first in a numeric progression:

Construction Industry (Indirect)
Law and legislation (Indirect) -

Great Britain

Construction industryLaw and legislationPoland

History To 55 B.C.

.Great BritainHistoryTo 449
Great BritainHistoryTo 1066
Great BritainHistoryTo 1485'

When a maid heading is first divided bilace and then by
subject, a see also reference rxray be made in the following
form:

. Inverted headings file ahead of headings with paren-

.

thetical qualification:

Construction industryFinance`
see also
Construction industry (local subdivisuni

FILING ARRANGEMENT

Children
Children, Adopted
Children, Vagrant
Children' (International law)
Children (Roman law)

g..

In any subject heading, subordinate elements that follow
a dash are groupediin the following order: /
,(a) period subdivisions, arranged chronologically
(b) form and topical subdivisions, arranged

Aling.ndes that provide for efficient arrangement of
'bibliographic; entries by computer have been followed.
Although not yet applied to the Library of Congress card
catalogs, the rules Ire being used in computer-generated

Alphabetically

bibliographic products.*

The basic principle it to file a heading strictly as expressed in its written form, word by word. A word is

.

(c) geographic subdivisions, arranged alphabetically
These sequences are maintained at every level of subject
subdivision.

if

1 fir(

na,

;
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Annotated Card Progr am
Subject Headings For Children's Liter4ture
In the fall of 1965 the Library of Congress initiated the

Annotated Card Program. The purpose of thii program
was to provide a more appropriate and in-depth subject
treatment of juvenile titles and thus offer easier subject
access to the materials. This wis. accdmplished chiefly

through a more liberal application of the Library of
Congress subject headingsthe standard or master list
contained in these two volumes. In some cases this
necessitated a reinterpretation in application as well as the
simplification of certain headings and, ,n a few instances,
required the creation of new headings -to provide access
to materials for which no headings had Aieviously existed.
Through these three reps catalogers have arrived at a list
of more than foul lyundred headings and subdivisions to

date which vary in application and form from standard
LC subject headings. The Annotated 'Card Program (AC)

list Is in effect a list of exception) to the master LC list
and should therefore be consulted in conjunction with the
latter. (AC hefdings appear in brackets on the LC cards
coded AC.) .1

While the AC list entails certain departures from the
standard-4C list, as original intent was not to exist prie a liberal
manly as a third list. The AC list was to
departure from
extension of the standard LC list and

AC headings depart from standard LC headings in form
and policy. It includes sources consulted in establishing

headings, terms not used, and subdivisiir that are an
exception to LC standard policies or patterns. The list of
AC headings is printed complete with scope notes and
cross references, and since it is a list of exceptions to the
ndard listt.
LC, it is to be used in conjunction wi
Additions to this list will be found in e issues of Supplement to LC Subject Headings.
A representative from the Children's Litd?ature Section,

which administers the Annotated Card Program, has
worked closely with the ALA Committee on Cataloging
of Children's Materials. The committee has provided a
forum for those concerned with the cataloging of children's
materials, forwarding the, comments and suggestions from
interested persons-in the field to the Library of Congress

as well as making specific runmendations of its own.
The committee has considered the problems of catalog.
ing for children's collections, particularly the lack of uniformity prevalent in cataloging children's materials among.
various sources. As a step toward urging standardization,
the committee recommended at the 1969 ALA Midwinter
Conference "the adoption of Library of Congress cataloging of children's materials as the national standard.",

LC was to be guided by the Sears List of Subject Headings,

the Committee on Cataloging of Children's Materials of
the American Library Association, and the needs of children's libraries as articulated by authorities in the field.
Nonetheless, it was recognized that users of LC annotated
catalog cards for children's literature needed an, explicit

&

statement regarding- the authority lists used for the,subject
headings assigned and a statement of the policies followed
in assigning them.
In 1969 the first edition of Subject Headings for Children's Literature was published. It explained guiding prin-

ciples of the AC program and listed those headings that
vaned from LC standard headings in application or form.
Since then the list has more than doubled. New *policies
have been initiated and old ones changed or terminated ar
feedback, was receive from the ALA Committee on Cataloging of Children's Materials and from the field.
This updated introduction explains to ways in which

Application of Subject Headings
With a few exceptiona the bracketed headings used on
subject headings. Some of the
AC cards are stands
the AC and LC headings are
chief differences be
in application rather th terminology. For example(1) Elimination of bdivisions such as "Juvenile fiction" and "Juvenile ti erature" which would be useless in
a children's literate catalog.
(2) The application of subject headings to fiction when

such headings can provide a helpful approach to the
literature. For example, if a story adds to the reader's
information about a country, a social problem, or a p
fession, such headings are used as: Switzerland '
itt
Drug abuse--Fictjon; TeachersFiction. Abstra concepts such as FriendshipFictkin are also recognized.

4

(3) The use of both specific and general subject headings. In a catalog for a children's collection- a'yoilng
reader can locate, vbiograithiad work through (a), the
specific name of the individual, (b) the broadet heading
of the individual'scareer or 'particular ,contribillion, or
(c) the period of history in which the individual flourished
and' was influential if it is- pertinent to the,work being
Ann plan)
cataloged. For example: 1. Blekerdyke M
tor--ClyHI
1817-1901. Z.. Nurses. 3. Ufilted Stal
War, 1861-1865.
rms. 'For
(4) The use of both popular and-scien
material intended for very young children, t popular
term is used, as in the headings Weather ancLF

Paleontology.
(5) Use of headings denoting form or kind. Such headings, created to make certain types of material more accessible to the reader, include Jokes, Counting games,
Stories without words.

, Categories of AC Headings
- The headings used on annotated cards represent four
categories: standard LC, modified LC, Sears,nd new
headings established fer exclusive ase on annotated cards
By far the most numerous are the standard LC head-

ings assigned in the usual way. Included are topical

headings, 'most proper names, geographic - names, and
subdivisions. The following tracings selected al random
illustrate this usage. Chernistrfz Analydec--LZoratory
manuals :Conductors (Music); Isotopes; Afro-American
athletes; Socially handicapped; UtahHistory; Vietnamese
Conflict, 1961-1915; Warren, Eari, 1891-1974.
The modified LC headings, many of which conform to
4 usage in the Sears list, consist of the following types of
adjustmerits: (1) Spelling and hyphenation are mode
in 'such headings at Bullfights; Caddis flies; Folkio
,p(2) SubdiviTrotsky, Leon and Columbus,
qualification,
sion is often used rather than

for example: AnimalsInfancy; CookeryMeat; Speech

w-Disoiders. (3) Subdivided headings are in.sonse instances
. made adjectival headings, k;ich as Christmin, poetry. (4)
Superfluous words and phrase;kare deleted in such headings as Picture books [for chlldrp] and Firskaid [in illness
and injury].
Sears headings and stilactivisions which appear to be

more appropriate than thoie in the LC'list are adopted
owing vSears headings"- and subdivisions
f
ate typical: Foss .partSen Pigs; Robbers and outlaws;

Collections.

Certain headings are established specifics* for use on
34/notated Cards when neither Seats nor the LC lists
provide° suitable terminology, form, or scope. Into this
group fall such headings as Clay rninielinv Moon rocks
and Safety.

0

ary, with the exception of hyphenated terms; indexing
sources widely used by the public, such as The Reader's
Guide to Periodical Liierature and The Niw York Times
Index, are checked for their indexing terms. Sears is consulted, as are leading children's encyclopedias and a number of other reference sources usually found in public and
school libraries.

When

the book is intended for older children, both the 'popular
and scientific terms are ''frequently triced. '1us a single
card may carry such tracings as 1. Weather .-MeteoroVogy. Or I. Fossils 2. Paleontology. Wheh books are intended for young adults, ordinarily' only the scientific
terminology is provided; for examplo, Meteorology or

.

In eitablishitng a heading that varies from LC, catalogers
consult a considerable number of sources in arriving at the
term thought. to be the most effective for AC purposes.
Literature in the subject area is consulted; spelling is accepted from Webster's Third New International Diction-

visions

While many of the most commonly used LC subdivi-

sions of general application listed in the introductory

material of Library%of Congress Subject Headings, eighth
edition and its reprint, can be used in a card catalog
devoted exclusively to children's literature, some of them
require modifications. in form or application. The following subdivisions are exceptions to the LC list and should
be used by the librarian in conjunction- with the LC standard subdivision list.
BIOGRAPHY

Used for both collected, and individual biographies but

only under names of ethnic groups and under subject
fields where no specific lean designates the profession or
contribution of th biographee. For example, Indians of
logrsphy, and CircusBiography, but
North Ameri
Engineerswi ou; subdivision, for biographies of persons
ocnbpational group.
belong to

Cot tscri Ns
Used for publications containing works by mor
one author.
FICTION

Used under all subjects for individual or collected works
of fiction on identifiable topics.
GEOGRAPHY

Used under the names of states, regions or countries.
GUIDES

Used in place of the LC subdivision Guide-bociks.
HABITS AND BEHAVIOR

Used under any kind of animal,' bird, reptile, or fish.
'r ILLUSTRATIONS

See Pictorial works.
KINGS, QUEENS, RULERS, ETC.

Use under names of geographic areas and.ethnic groups.
PICTORIAL WORKS

Used under all subjects presented exclusively or predominantly through pictorial, matter..

a

-.107Names

Subdivision and 01aliAers not Used

Names of persons are anglicized.to concur with.poPular
-English usage such as Christopher Columbus (rather than
Cristoforo Colombo) and William Tell, (rather than Wilhelm Tell). These proper name; appear in the AC list and

The subdivision "United StaS'tes" and the qualifying terra
"American" are not often used since most of the materials
purchased by children's libraries in the United States reflect an American onentanon rather than an international
one. Zinn Bridgesmated States-becomes simply Bridges,
a heading which can be used both for works about United
States bridges and for works about bridges in several different =mines. However, other geographical subdivisions

those used that do not agree with LC usage will appear
in the supplements to the subject heading list.
Geographic and place names, as established by LC, are
based on the farm determined by the United States Boalsd
on Geographical Names.

are retained and are used for books limited in scope to

Excgtions to LC usage of' the names of plants and
anima are listed. For those not appearing consult the

a particular country or a particular state, as in the heading
Brides -- -Great Britain.

LC standard list.
This introduction 'and the following list were prepared
in the Subject Cataloging Division by the Children's Literature section. The list includes all Annotated Bard headings which vary in application or form from the standard
LC subject headings. The AC list is to be used in conjunction with the list of LC subject headings and its croreference structure is to be observed with the list of exceptions noted below. Some of the headings which ap-

An exception is male for 'Object headings for topics .
whose treatment is predominantly international in scope,
such as Art, Folklore, and Music. Where the presentation.,
is limited to the United States, qualification or subdivision -.

is used, for example; Art, American; FollcioreUnIted

States: Mnsie, American.
Another exception is made for subject headings denoting

classes of persons, which are never subdivided geom.phically for any country. For example, Athletes; Coln-

,

peared in the first two editions af.SubKt Headings for
Children's Literature have since been incorporated into
the main body of the standard LC list and have therefore

-posers; Explorers.

ifymg term "Children's" is usually deleted so
mg such as Children's parties becomes simply
that a
Parties. Similarly, Children's songs becomes Songs.
The

°been removed from the fqlloiving list.

Symbols
sa (selalso)

indicates a reference to a related or subordinate
topic
p

x (serfrom)

indicates a reference from an expression not itself
used as a heading

xx (see also from)

indicates a related or broader heading from which a see also
reference is made
r.

4
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